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Abstr act 
This review gives a detailed survey of the 
range of fascinating surface features which 
develop under growth or erosion con diti ons under 
the combined influence of thermal an d more ener-
getic atomic particle fluxes. Collisionally 
induced atomic ejection an d migration, an d 
thermally and radiation induced atom and defect 
diffusion pr ocesses are outline d and their 
relevance to topographic initiation and evolution 
explored. A range of experimental observations of 
surface f ea ture elaboration is di scussed from net 
growth to net e rosi on conditions and mode ls for 
their explanation are considered. It is co nc luded 
that whil e muc h dat a have been accumulated, much 
of thes e have been in so diverse experimental 
con diti ons that pr eci se modelling in atomic terms 
is difficult an d generalisations are treacherous. 
A clear need for structured, extensive studies 
exists with very pr ecise par ameter definition an d 
control. 
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Introduction 
The growth of solids by thin film 
deposition methods using atomic fluxes has, for 
many years, been of both fundamental scientific 
interest and of major t echnologica l appli cation 
importance . The relatively recent thrust t owar ds 
contro lled multilayer growth for low dim ensiona l 
structure devices has ac tivat ed substantial 
research into th e proc esses of atomic 
condensation , migration, nucleation and growth . 
In these areas the dep ositing atomic flux is 
eit h er of thermal ene rgi es and deriv ed from 
vapour sources or of slightly higher energy when 
derived from ion bombardment s putt ering of 
targets. Ion bombardment sp utt ering is itself 
an important field of both scientific interest 
an d technological a ppli cation since it leads to 
erosion of th e bombarded substrate with the 
possibility of controlle d micro-feature 
produ c tion. Sputt ering-in du ce d erosion is 
generally achieved with more energetic project-
iles in the range of some tens of eV and above. 
Both the growt h and erosion proc esses can 
occur simultaneously when congruent low and high 
energy f lux es impinge on to a substrate and the 
observed result will depend upon the dominant 
process. Such effects occur in plasma related 
de position an d etching syste ms and, mor e 
recently, in ion beam assisted deposition and 
etc hin g systems. 
In all the above cases the sur face 
morphology often undergoes dramatic and 
picturesque modifications, some desi rabl e, others 
less so , which change dynamicall y during growth 
or erosion but may reach a steady state. It is 
the purpose of this review to explore the atomic 
and micr osco p ic sca le events which can occur 
during de position and e rosi on and indicate how 
these may be responsible for, or relat e d to, a 
number of observed topogra phic f eat ures. Major 
attention will be devoted to the cases of erosion 
alone and erosion plus deposition wi t h the former 
process dominant. Some considerations wil l be 
given to the deposition a lon e case bu t a more 
detai l ed summary may be found e l sewhere [53 ,83, 
148]. An atte mpt will be made to i ll ustrate the 
commonality of existence of various ph enomena 
througho ut the pu re growth to pur e erosion 
con tinuum an d to i ndi cate the expected dominance 
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of specifi c phenomena at different stages 1n this 
continuum which is now elaborated. 
The Growth to Erosion Continuum 
The following table is sequenced in the order 
from pure growth to pure (almost) erosion and is 
illustrated by applications and/or relevant 
techniques. 
Table 1. The growth to erosion continuum 
1. Vapour deposition of evaporated atomic fluxes. 
Employs thermal energy atoms. Relevant to 
thin (and thick) film deposition, epitaxy 
(MBE). Deposition alone. 
2. Low energy ( <20 eV) ion beam deposition. 
Employs low energy ion beams. Deposition 
alone. 
3. Ion assisted deposition. Employs congruent 
fluxes of thermal energy atoms and ions and 
more energetic atomic and ion fluxes . 
Achieved by either separate and controlled 
thermal and higher energy particle fluxes 
or in sputtered atom deposition systems, 
plasma related deposition, ion plating. 
Deposition dominates. 
4. Ion assisted deposition under 'starvation' 
atomic deposition conditions. Employs 
separate fluxes of energetic particles and 
thermal (or sputtered) energy particles. 
Erosion dominates. 
5. Ion beam sputtering of elemental substrates 
where implanted species mainly modify the 
structure (including defects) of the 
substrate but not the phase or composition 
extensively. Employs self ions of 
substrate material and (probably) inert gas 
ions. Erosion dominates. 
6. Ion beam sputtering of elemental substrates, 
where implanted ions modify composition, 
structure and phase of the substrate locally 
and/or extensively. Employs ions which 
exhibit reasonable, if radiation induced, 
solubility in the substrate. Erosion 
dominates. 
7. Ion beam sputtering of multi-elemental 
substrates with participation of implanted 
ions either as in (5) or (6). Particularly 
important in depth profiling of dopants. 
Erosion dominates. 
8. Ion beam sputtering of mult i -elemental, 
multilayer structures with participation of 
implanted ions either as in (5) or (6). 
Particularly important in depth profiling of 
layered structures, e.g. in providing 
standards for area (7). Erosion dominates. 
Within this continuum there are areas which 
are mutually similar. For example, area (6) is 
similar, although the source of impurity is 
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different, to area (3) while area (2) is 
essentially identical to areas (5) or (6) 
dep e nding on the implanted species but deposition 
of material exceeds erosion. Change of behaviour 
from one area to another can often be affected 
by varying ion:atomic flux ratios and/or ion 
energies . 
Deposition Processes 
When thermal energy atoms impinge on to a 
substrate they are influenced by the sum of all 
atomic forces, which have both attractive and 
repulsive components, of atoms in the substrate . 
Screening ensures that the most effective atoms 
in this interaction are those in, or very close 
to, the physical surface whilst the rapid decay 
of interatomic forces with distance ensures 
that the majority of the interaction occurs 
with surface atoms closest to the impact point. 
If the forces are such as to provide a deep 
potential energy minimum near the impact point 
an incident atom will accommodate (transfer 
energy and momentum to the solid) and adsorb 
locally. This adsorption process may require a 
number of adatom oscillations to complete, during 
which, if the potential energy contours over the 
surface are appropriate, adatom translation or 
migration across the surface may occur. These 
migration paths are likely to be crystal 
direction dependent. Adsorption is often more 
probable at discontinuities in the surface such 
as vacancies, jogs on ledges and at dislocations. 
As the density of adsorbed atoms increases, 
clusters may form by coalescence of migrating 
atoms in joint encounters or by accretion at 
preferential adsorption sites. The clusters 
may themselves migrate, again possibly with 
directional preference, and may also dissociat e 
or grow by mutual coalescence. The relative 
importance of these various effects depends not 
only upon adsorbing species and substrate 
material, crystallographic orientation and 
surface defect state, but particularly upon 
substrate temperature because all of the 
processes are thermally activated. Consequently, 
growth habits of surface layers are determined 
by all of these parameters and, as indicated, 
temperature plays a crucial role since the 
process rate is a strong function of this 
parameter. In addition to the above effects, 
inwards migration of adsorbing (condensing) 
species may occur and diffusive exchange of 
absorbent and adsorbate atoms can ensue, often 
mediated by defects in the structure. The 
growth processes and resulting habits of 
deposited films are, consequently, often complex 
and difficult to predict without full knowledge 
of the atomic processes which operate [10,1 49]. 
As a general rule, however, the result will 
conform to the thermodynamic requirement to 
minimise the free energy of the system provided 
that the kinetics and nucleation processes 
described above can operate fully. It is, 
therefore, not unusual to observe discrete 
islands of adsorbed atoms on substrates, formed 
by initial nucleation at ei th er specific sites 
or by random accretion of mobile adatoms. 
Topographic Evolu tion in Growth and Erosion 
Similar processes can occur upon heating full, if 
thin, films on substrates which coalesce into more 
discrete structures. Important thermodynamic 
parameters in this latter situation are the surface 
free energies of film and substrate atomic species 
and the heat of mixing of the atomic species. If, 
however, some of the driving forces towards 
thermodynamic equilibrium are impeded or absent, 
then the resulting growth habit may be dictated 
by the dominant kinetic processes. For example, 
if surface adatom migration rates across boundaries 
between different crystallographic surface 
orientations of a substrate are low, individual 
planar growth rates will be determined by the 
ability of adatoms to adsorb on individual facets. 
Growth habit is then determined by kinetic growth 
rate processes [20,57,58]. 
Erosion Processes 
When the energy of the impinging article is 
increased a further wide variety of phenomena 
ensue. These can be broadly classified into 
processes which relate to the influence of the 
substrate upon the incident projectile, processes 
which relate to the influence of the projectile 
on the substrate and mutual processes between 
projectiles and substrate at generally high 
incident fluences. 
Considering the fate of the incident 
projectile first, its motion is determined, as 
with thermal energy projectiles, by the nature and 
extent of its mutual interaction forces with all 
atoms of the substrate. As projectile energy 
increases, the distances of approach between the 
mass centres of a projectile and an individual 
target atom decrease and interaction forces are 
dominantly repulsive. Except for low energy 
projectiles or collisions with two or more atoms 
roughly equidistant from the initial projectile 
trajectory, therefore, most projectile-target 
atom collisions may be regarded as binary 
encounters. For low energy projectiles the net 
repulsive force from the substrate may be 
sufficient to reflect the projectile from the 
surface via collective interactions or a seq uence 
of binary collisions . This reflection process 
may be mediated by the attractive forces which 
can induce surface adsorption of even higher than 
thermal energy projectiles on to a surface as 
occurs in ion beam epiplantation [144] of area 2 
defined above. 
As projectile energy increases the surface 
repulsive potential barriers may be penetrated 
and the projectile may enter the bulk of the 
substrate. It then suffers a sequence of 
(generally binary) co ll isions with substrate atoms 
losing energy at each encounter and being 
deflected. The energy loss mechanisms are 
(!) nuclear or elastic in which kinetic energy 
exchange occurs between colliding partners an d 
(2) electronic or inelastic in which the 
electronic structure of colliding partners is 
temporarily or more permanen t ly chan ged . Both of 
these processes have been fully dis cussed by 
Lindhard and his colleagues [92,93 ], for example, 
and in many circumstances the proc ess may be 
regarded as weakly coupled only or decou pled. As 
a result of these successive energy loss events 
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a projectile slows down in the substrate and, 
eventually, retains insufficient energy to over-
come local atomic repulsive forces and so comes 
to rest ballistically in the substrate. Since 
individual projectile trajectories will differ, 
the stopping distribution will be spatially 
distributed for a finite fluence of projectiles. 
Such distributions are rather well documented 
theoretically [94,162], from computational 
simulations [14] and experimentally [110,161], 
and found to agree rather well. These spatial 
distributions, both parallel and transverse to the 
initial direction of projectile motion, depend 
upon projectile mass and energy (and electronic 
structure) and substrate mass, crystallographic 
structure and electronic structure. In general, 
the mean penetration depth, for a given 
projectile, increases with projectile energy, 
while for a given projectile energy and 
substrate increases with decreasing projectile 
mass. To a reasonable first order approximation 
the spatial distributions may be regarded as 
Gaussian. 
This is, however, not the case when 
projectiles are directed parallel or nearly 
parallel to crystallographic atomic rows or 
planes. In such cases projectiles are steered by 
the collective interactions with atoms in rows 
and planes and can penetrate deeply into the 
solid since they are constrained to suffer more 
distant collisions with atoms and therefore lose 
energy more slowly. This channelling process has 
been well described theoretically by Lindhard 
[91] and Lehmann and Leibfried [86], following 
its predicted occurrence in computational 
simulations [115], and widely studied experi-
mentally [99]. 
Following ballistic stopping in the substrate 
an individual projectile may dissolve in the 
lattice substitutionally or interstitially or may 
associate with a neighbouring lattice defect. As 
we will note shortly such defects may be in more 
plentiful supply during ion bombardment than under 
normal thermodynamic equilibrium conditions. If 
local dissolution does not occur further 'th ermal' 
motion of the projectile may ensue along diffusion 
paths in the bulk. Such diffusion may be mediated 
by, or coupled with, the presence of lattice 
defects and by various driving gradients, such as 
chemical, mechanical (stress) or thermal. 
Chemical gradients may include impurity precipi-
tates, stress gradients may include the proximity 
of free surfaces, grain boundaries and defect 
clusters. Thermal gradients may exist since much 
of the energy given up to the substrate by the 
projectile must eventual ly appear as enhanced 
local thermal motion of substrate ato ms . This is 
c l ear ly the case at the ballistic stopping 
pos itions, since the excess projectile energy 
(often taken to be about 25 eV) must be dissipated 
into locally enhanced thermal vibrations. 
This 'thermal spike' is but one of a number 
of pro cesses which the projectile exerts on the 
lattice, which are now considered in more detail. 
Again commencing with low energy proje ctiles, the 
initial, and indeed any successive proj ec tile -
surface atom collisions, will give rise to local 
energy transfer to surface atoms (i.e. local 
'heating') which is dissipated via phonons, 
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photons, electrons, etc . This s p ike may give rise 
to atomic, defect and adatom mobility on the 
s urfac e. As projectile energy is increased and 
surface penetration occurs the sequence of 
pr ojectil e -bulk substrate atom collisions ensues 
and if, in a collision, the projectile can 
transfer sufficient energy to a substrate atom to 
overcome its lattice binding ene r gy, the atom may 
be displaced. This displacement energy is 
substrate species dependent and orientation 
dependent and may range from 5-100 eV. The 
displacement process creates an energetic recoil 
interstitial and a vacancy . If the recoil 
receives on l y small energy it may only travel a 
short distance from its associated vacancy and 
the resulting strains associated with the defect 
pair may cause their immediate recombination which 
again releases local 'th ermal' energy. If the 
recoi l energy is larger, the recoil, during its 
own ballistic motion may generate further 
displacements (secondary recoils) which again, 
accor di ng to energy transfer constraints, may lead 
to further, higher order generations of energeti c 
recoils, each with associated vacancies. This 
process is known as a cascade and its details 
depend upon projectile mass and energy and 
substrate mass and crystallography. The great 
majority of the ballistic collisional events 
in the cascade occur over the s l owing down time 
of th~
1
~ncident projectile which is of the order 
of 10 sec. This generation is followed by 
relaxation phases, during the first of which 
athermal atomic reordering processes can occur 
driven by the local strains associated with the 
local interstitial-vacancy population distributions 
[60, 79]. These relaxation processes may be mediated 
by chemical forces if non elemental substrates a re 
involved and may result in the initiation of phase 
and composition changes. Indeed, it may be noted 
that the energetic cascade event itself which 
creates local density fluctuations (i.e.,changed 
interstitial and vacancy densities) can be 
conceived of as constituting local phase and 
composition changes. 
Fol l owing the athermal relaxation, thermal or 
quasi-thermal processes set in. Relaxation of 
strain and collision events in the generation phase 
which lead to sub -d isplacement threshold energy 
transfers are reflected in locally enhanced atomic 
vibration (i.e. the temperature is increased) and 
defect, substrate atom and defect-atom coupled 
diffusion processes can occur during the quench of 
this spatially (and temporally) distribu~r1 thermal 
spike. These events occur from about 10 sec 
after proje ctile impact an d decay rather rapidly . 
However, migration pr ocesses may continue for 
rather l ong times if substrate temperatures are 
ele vate d and/or mi gration energies are l ow. Thus 
substan tial ato mic intermixing can occur during 
the thermal quen ch both within an individual recoil 
casca de an d beyond its periphery. Such mixing 
processes are radiation enhance d and are 
distinguished from 'ballistic mixing processes' in 
that these occur in the generation pha se of a 
cascade and include, for any individual s ub strate 
atom , energy transfer from projectiles and from 
other substrate ato ms set in motion in cascades. 
Atomic mixin g by ion irra di ation is a subject of 
intense contemporary stu dy an d radiation enhanced 
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and ballistic mixing processes are becoming more 
clearly i dentified and understood, particularly 
by observing substrate temperature and incident 
projectile flux density and total fl uence 
dependencies of mixing rates [111]. 
During both the generation and quench phases 
of individual cascades and in the collective 
interaction by spatial and temporal overlap of 
successive cascades, atomic readjustments and 
relocations can occur which lead to modified 
compositions and phases. The rules governing 
phase formation in the presence of, and following 
ion irradiation, are by no means clarified and, 
whereas in some cases the stable phases formed at 
a given composition (e.g. of an alloy or compound 
substrate perhaps formed by intermixing of 
initia lly separated phases) corres pond to the 
equilibrium thermodynamic phase, in other cases 
they do not. A good example of such behaviour is 
in the formation of amorphous regions by individ-
ual energetic ions in semiconductors where, it is 
believed, the defect concentration distribution 
is such as to preclude relaxation to the 
crystalline state [140 ]. Elemental metals, in 
similar defect distribution generation conditions 
appear to collapse to dislocations. In both 
cases, and probably in many others, the stable 
(or metastable) phase produced is a defect 
mediated free energy minimisation condition, i.e., 
it is not necessarily the thermodynamic free 
energy-;;;Tnimization configuration with different 
defect populations . 
Structure and phase change can also be 
induced by defect generation possibly coupled with 
subsequent migration and agglomeration as a result 
of high fluence irradiation. In the case of light 
ion irradiation of groups IV and III-V s emi-
conductors, it is believed that the accumulation 
o f point defects at low temp e ratur e s (i. e .,b e l ow 
about room temperatur e ) can lead to suffici ent 
defect densities to provoke collapse to amorphous-
ness in local regions . 
In the case of irradiated metals, dislocations 
may be formed by thermal migration and 
agg l omeration of point defects. In addition, 
three -d imensional imperfections such as voids may 
occur if the defect production and migration 
rates (temperature controlled) are appropriat e 
and the ability of vacancies and interstitials to 
condense on these structures, at dislocati ons and 
other sinks such as the free surface are different . 
A quite general result of ion irradiation o f metals 
in particular is to produce a very high density 
dislocation network and sometimes a void ne twork. 
Both of these networks may be ordered, rather than 
random, by the mutual elastic (strain) for ces 
belween s uch ex l ende d defecls an d both populalions 
may exis t simultaneously, while in div i du a l 
exten ded defects may migrate under thermal and 
stress gradients. An example of the app ar ently 
cooperative effects of thermodynamically dr iven 
and radiation assisted pr ocesses is to be found 
in the surface segregation of specific components 
of alloys du ring either thermally assisted 
Gibbsian segregation or lower temperature i on 
bombardment [7 8 ]. 
It should a l so be noted that, with cr ystal l ine 
substrates , the details of casca de evoluti on may 
be s ubstanti a ll y constrained by the regula7 
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periodic atomic array . The channelling process 
referred to earlier is one example of the way in 
which the lattice constrains projectile motion to 
reduce the frequency and intensity of energy 
transfer to substrate atoms near the surface. 
Further examples result from correlated motion of 
substrate atoms along atomic rows and between 
atomic rows and planes. These processes lead to 
the operation of 'focussing' and 'assisted 
focussing' respectively, which can influence the 
transport of momentum, energy and mass in the 
solids and give rise to modified vacancy-
interstitial spacings. Such transport can be 
inferred from the spatial distributions of defects 
and their clusters and aggregates within the bulk 
of the solid and from the flux of atoms which are 
emitted from the surface [145). This emitted atom 
flux constitutes the sputtering process to which 
we now turn our attention. This consideration is 
brief since major reviews are available [114,130]. 
Sputtering is, essentially, the surface 
manifestation of the recoil cascade events 
described earlier. Surface atoms may receive 
energy and momentum via direct collisions from 
incident projectiles (particularly with light ion 
irradiation which reflect back from sub-surface 
atoms), from collisions with sub-surface atoms 
set in motion at some stage of the collision 
cascade, and by the more collective interaction 
of the quasi-thermal and thermal evolution 
processes outlined earlier. If the momentum is 
outwardly directed and the energy received by 
surface atoms in a single or multiple interaction 
is sufficient to overcome the surface binding 
energy, emission may occur. The direction and 
energy distributions of these emitted or sputtered 
atoms are constrained by the relative fluxes of 
all the primary, secondary and collective atomic 
collisional processes arriving at surface atoms 
and by the local atomic environment of each 
sputtered atom. This latter conditions the 
magnitude and directions of the binding forces . 
All of these processes depend upon projectile mass 
and energy, substrate atomic mass, composition, 
crystallography and to some extent temperature 
which, in turn, condition one of the most important 
parameters of the sputtering process, the 
sputtering yield, Y. This yield is defined as the 
number of atoms ejected per incident ion, or, where 
this number varies with integrated ion fluence, as 
the derivative of the ejected atom density/incident 
ion fluence curve . As a fairly general useful 
approximation [127,128] the yield scales with the 
ratio of the energy density deposited, by all 
collisional processes, in the surface and 
immediately near surface atomic layers to the 
energy of binding of surface atoms. The energy 
de position density is correlated with projectile 
mass and energy (generally increasing with this 
parameter over much of the energy range of interest 
in the present review, i.e. up to about 100 keV for 
most projectile species) and with incident angle to 
the surface normal, 9. The yield usually increases 
with initial increase in 9 as the collision 
processes occur nearer the surface but then decline 
as i ncomplete cascade evolution occurs since higher 
generation recoils cannot be formed because of the 
surface discontinuity. For all incident angles 
yie l ds can be substantia l ly changed (often reduced) 
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by operation of correlated steering processes such 
as channelling. 
Apart from the influence of substrate atomic 
mass and crystallography upon surface energy 
deposition the main influence of the substrate 
upon the sputtering yield is through the binding 
energy . This quantity, Ub, does not vary widely 
between materials and so, all other parameters 
being similar, most substrates exhibit similar 
sputtering yields. In the past, and largely for 
convenience, this binding energy was associated 
with the thermodynamic energy required to remove, 
by evaporation or sublimation, an atom from a plane 
surface layer. This assumption is now being more 
carefully questioned [77) since the binding energy 
is more likely to be - controlled by the local 
relative positions of atoms and real, non planar 
surfaces, i.e. atomic coordination is important. 
However, both energy deposition and binding 
energies may change during bombardment due to 
changes in composition and phase of substrates 
which may also result from the mutual interaction 
of embedded atoms and the substrate, to which we 
now turn attention. 
It was already noted in earlier discussion 
that the point defects generated in collision 
cascades may interact and precipitate to form 
extended defects or phase changes which minimise 
the free energy of the system locally and 
extensively. Implanted projectiles form another 
source of lattice defect and whenever possible 
will dissolve in the substrate in the minimum 
free energy configuration appropriate to the local 
impurity concentration in the host substrate. At 
low implanted impurity concentrations this will 
generally take the form of isolated atom inter-
stitial or substitutional solution. The latter 
may often occur if the impurity stops near a 
lattice vacancy. At higher concentrations, 
resulting from increasing ion fluence, neighbouring 
impurities interact and segregate to lower free 
energy while this nucleation may also occur via 
agglomeration of migrating impurities. 
Desegregation may also occur via thermal impurity 
emission from a precipitate or by ballistic 
recoil in cascade processes. The end result of 
the competition between thermodynamically driven, 
which may be assisted or reduced by impurity-
defect coupled migration processes, and collisional 
processes may lead to impurity-substrate 
compositions and phases similar to, or very 
different from, thermodynamic equilibrium results 
alone. A particularly good example of this is the 
accumulation of insoluble inert gases implanted 
into a variety of solids [126) into bubbles. In 
some cases these bubbles are so highly pressurised 
that their contents are better described as being 
in the liquid or even solid phase [ 50 ). 
It should be noted, however, that in addition 
to these restructuring and composition modifying 
processes a further major factor may limit the 
accumulation of high concentrations of impurity 
necessary to produce the changes outlined. This 
is the surface sputtering process wh ich removes 
both substrate atoms and previously implanted 
atoms, not necessarily at the same rate. This 
can limit the impurity concentration and a very 
approximate result for equality of impurity 
implantation rate and sputtering removal of 
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impurity leads to an equilibrium impurity 
concentration of n/Y, where n is the probability of 
projectile entrapment in the substrate. This limit 
may be overcome if, in addition to implantation of 
energetic species, the surface receives a simultan-
eous deposit atom (thermal or somewhat higher 
energy atoms) flux which can be mixed, by the 
radiation and thermal processes described earlier, 
into the substrate and create net growth of the 
system if the deposition rate exceeds the sputtering 
rates. This applies in area 3) outlined earlier. 
Net deposition can also occur in area 2) if project-
ile energies are such that n/Y > 1 as occurs with 
very low energy ion deposition in ion beam 
epiplantation [4]. For somewhat higher energies 
the above criterion may still be satisfied although 
projectiles penetrate the surface and growth occurs 
essentially by condensation of implant atoms beneath 
the surface and outwards expansion of the surface 
[68,165]. Such processes may be accompanied by 
defect production, however, and these may be 
reflected in subsurface defect populations and 
imperfect substrate growth. Projectile energies, 
surface conditions and substrate temperature must 
be carefully controlled. 
A particularly interesting and important area 
of impurity accumulation is associated with reactive 
ion etching in which, by direct implantation of 
ions which interact chemically with the substrate 
to produce low binding energy components, very high 
(compared to ballistic process) sputtering yields 
and etch rates can be achieved. Even greater 
enhancements can be achieved by increasing the 
available flux of chemically reactive species from 
vapour sources which adsorb and are mixed into the 
substrate [76,164]. A difference between such 
irradiation enhanced chemical erosion and ballistic 
sputtering processes is the importance of substrate 
temperature in the former case [4] and its relative 
unimportance in the latter case. Chemical 
processes, mediated or promoted by irradiation, will 
be thermally activated and, consequently, substrate 
temperature will probably be a dominant factor in 
determining surface topographic evolution under 
chemical, or irradiation modified chemical, etching 
conditions. The obverse of this process is when 
higher binding energy components result from either 
direct implantation or from codeposition from a 
second source. Such phenomena are often observed 
in chemically active ion bombardment or during ion 
bombardment with congruent chemical vapour impinge-
ment of species such as 0, N and C. If other 
precipitates can form as a result of system 
impurities within substrates or condensing upon 
substrates then sputtering rates of substrate and 
of precipitates may be very different and depend 
particularly upon whether the major etch process 
for each component is ballistic or chemically 
related. Under such differential erosion conditions 
major changes in surface topography occur, the 
subject to whid .h we now turn our attention. 
The Causes of Surface Topography Evolution 
The surface of an eroding, or growing, solid 
may be regarded as a spatio-temporally varying wave-
front and a number of analytic treatments of the 
development of the shape or topography of a surface 
under a variety of constraints [22,30,32,33,104,105 
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131,134,135,136] published by the authors and 
their colleagues are based upon the theory of 
wavefront motion [96,152]. A particularly 
important result of such studies [30] is the 
observation that in order to maintain reproduc-
ibility during topography evolution, the velocity 
along the normal, c, of all points on a continuous 
surface must be equal to the projection of an 
arbitrary but constant vector, at any time,~. 
onto the surface normal n. This is written 
quantitatively as: 
C u . n ( I) 
This result derives from the requirement that, to 
preserve translational reproducibility, every 
point described in Cartesian coordinates by 
(x, y, z) on the surface at time t should map 
t t lt t . t ( ) to equi~a en poin s xt+Ot' yt+Ot' zt+Ot at a 
later time t+6t by operations: 
X t+ 6t X + ux. 6t; t 
Yt+6t yt + u . 6t; y 
z t+6t z + u .6t 
(2) 
t z 
where the u's are speeds in the x, y, z directions 
and are independent of these coordinates. This 
general requirement is valid on any dimensional 
scale, e.g. on the atomic scale the discrete number 
of coordinates describes the spatial positions of 
all surface atoms. The form of this requirement 
given in equation (1) is really only valid when 
the surface can be regarded as continuously 
differentiable everywhere and the concept of 
surface normal and velocity along this normal 
becomes definable . It can be used quite generally, 
however, to indicate which parameters play 
important roles in either maintaining or modifying 
a given surface morphology since if equation (1) 
is disobeyed locally or extensively on a surface 
at any time the topography will change over even 
the smallest possible time scales. 
In order to illustrate the role of various 
parameters it is useful to consider a macroscopic 
surface eroded by the sputtering action of a 
mono-directionali
2
sp~£ially uniform ion flux 
density J ions m s incident in the -Oz 
direction. If any infinitesimally small surface 
element is inclined at polar and azimuthal angles 
9 and 6 with respect to the xOy and yOz planes, 
respectively, the ion flux density on to the 
surface element is Jcose. The ero~~on rate of the 
solid, of atomic density N atoms m , at this 
surface element is then given by: 
C 
JY N cose (3) 
The local sputtering yield, Y, may be a function, 
inter alia, of the angles 9 and t. For a random, 
amorphous solid Y will generally be a function of 
polar angle 9 only but for a crystalline solid Y 
will depend upon both 9 and 6 and upon the 
crystallographic orientation of the surface 
element considered. If the surface normal of the 
element is defined by a vector n and the arbitrary, 
but spatially constant velocity vector~ by a 
magnitude u and direction vector n', then using 
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equations (3) and (1), it is found that 
translational reproducibility and stability against 




The quantity JY is the equivalent velocity of points 
which lie on fhe surfaces at successive times which 




Since the vector u can be selected arbitrarily then 
the orientations 6' and 6' which define the 
direction of this vector(~') can also be selected 
arbitrarily. The right hand side of equation (4) 
therefore becomes a function of the angles e, 6, e' 
and 6' and whereas 6 1 and 6' must be fixed over the 
whole surface, the local orientations e and 6 may 
vary according to the details of the instantaneous 
contour of the surface. 
Equations (4) and (5) therefore reveal that the 
parameters which govern the topographic change are 
the orientations e and 6 of each surface element and 
the component erosion speed g, which in general 
terms is given by g = c/cos6 . Unless the variations 
in 6 and 6 across any arbitrary surface are every-
where compensated by appropriate variations in g 
locally, topographic change is inevitable . This 
compensation may, or may not, arise via variations 
in the factors which contribute tog, i.e. in the 
case of sputtering considered, J, Y and N. 
The simplest outcome of this requirement is 
that, even if g is everywhere constant over an 
initial surface, then if e and 6 vary, the 
topography of the surface will instantly commence 
to change, i.e. only an initially plane surface 
will retain its initial contour. This is also true 
even if g is a function of orientations 6 and 6 
since initially only one g value will obtain over a 
plane surface. Topography will change as soon as 
a surface departs from planity at any scale, when-
ever g is a spatially variable function. The 
possible sources of variation of the components of 
g are, consequently, of fundamental significance in 
determining whether topography will evolve and so we 
now explore some of these sources, particularly in 
the light of the discussion of the preceding section 
on the variety of effects which accompany energetic 
particle bombardment. The result of equation (1), 
however, is not specific to erosion alone but 
applies with equal validity to growth situations 
and to combined erosion and growth processes 
provided that the value of c appropriate to the 
processes is employed. 
Attention is therefore addressed to other 
sources of variation of c (or g) which also lead to 
topographic modification within the description of 
Table 1. In addition, whilst a variety of 
parameters contribute to the initiation of 
topographic change, the nature of the ensuing 
dynamic evolution is also interesting and some 
general concepts will be discussed in the following 
section. Reference will be made to some of the 
predicted and/or observed consequences of parameter 
variation in the present section but major 
exemplification, particularly in areas 3-8 of Table 
1 will be reserved to the later sections of this 
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review. 
In order to indicate the increasingly 
complex hierarchy of, often interdependent, 
processes and related parameters the discussion 
is ordered in the sequence: primary erosion 
effects due to incident ion beam sputtering, 
erosion effects due to secondary particle fluxes, 
erosion accompanied by deposition fluxes 
generated by the primary sputtering flux and 
erosion accompanied by atomic (and defect fluxes) 
at the surface and in the bulk of a substrate. 
Discussion of erosion accompanied by deposition 
from separate external atomic fluxes will be 
addressed later, while the effects of 
incorporation of impurities which change 
composition and structure and defect complexes 
which change structure as a result of 
implantation will be discussed below. 
Primary ion beam sputtering 
As outlined above, sputtering is not only a 
ballistic recoil process but depends on the 
detailed statistics of the ballistic collision 
events. Consequently each ion of given species, 
energy and incidence direction striking a surface 
of given substrate species and crystallographic 
orientation will give rise to both a different 
number of sputtered atoms and to different 
positions on the surface, relative to the point 
of impact, from which these atoms are sputtered 
to any other equivalent incident ion. The 
sputtering yield Y and the atomic sites from 
which sputtering occurs are, therefore, 
statistically distributed. Approximations to 
these d i stributions can be made theoretically 
[129,130] for amorphous substrates but 
computational simulations are necessary for 
crystalline substrates (15,64]. In addition, any 
ion beam, however uniform in space and time, will 
consist of individual ions which arrive randomly 
in space and time at surface positions. 
Consequently, all of these fluctuations, either 
individually or in combination will lead to a 
rather random removal of atoms from even an 
initially atomically plane surface and the 
topography will change on the atomic scale. As 
soon as any surface atom is sputtered, or 
statistically, neighbouring groups or surface 
atoms are sputtered, atoms of the first 
subsurface atomic layer are exposed and so on. 
The result of this partial layer removal process, 
rather than discrete layer by layer removal, is 
that the surface becomes increasingly atomically 
roughened. Benninghoven (12] first analysed this 
roughening mechanism and showed that the roughness 
amplitude increased (from zero for an initially 
flat plane) through a Poisson to a Gaussian 
distribution with a standard deviation which 
increased as the (mean sputtered depth) 1 . 
Erlenwein and Hofmann (55] subsequently refined 
this model by incorporating a local sputtering 
yield which varied according to the local 
environment of atoms which modifies their surface 
binding energies and showed that the behaviour 
of roughness amplitude with mean sputtered depth 
was rather more complex. Oechsner (109] has, 
however, concluded that after the sputtering 
removal of about three atomic layers the micro-
topographic roughening saturates and, from then 
onwards about five atomic layers account for 95% 
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of the macroscopic surface . More recently, Blonder 
[17] has performed computer simulations on the 
random removal of atoms from atomic planes with both 
environment independent and environment dependent 
atomic removal probabilities and , in both cases, 
demonstrated complex atomic roughening on the tens 
of atomic separation distance scale. Rather, 
importantly, for subsequent discussion, it was 
shown that those planes which erode most slowly 
because of higher binding energies tend to dominate 
the form of the surface after lengthy erosion. 
Because of experimental limitations in 
observing large plane areas at the atomic level 
there is no direct proof of the above atomic scale 
roughening pr oposals. This limitation may be over-
come now with the development of the Scanning 
Tunnelling Microscope alt h ough much work is still 
needed to see if this instrument will be useful in 
the study of atomically rough surfaces. Substantial 
evidence of the probable existence of atomic scale 
roughening is available from near atomic scale 
studies of interface atomic mixing resulting from 
ion bombardment which createsr,sr:,:,ils and defe c ts a t 
and near material interfaces below a surface. 
Although such interface mixing effects are not yet 
completely categorised [108], it is clear that 
recoils from one material cross the interface into 
the neighbour material and vice-versa, as 
demonstrated by the production of composition 
gradients neighbouring the interface. This system 
is, essentially, a two-sided surface geo metry and 
the composition gradient is a reflection of the 
atomic scale topographic disturbance and evolution 
of this interface. This mixing is, of course, one 
of the more serious problems of impurity depth 
profiling using sputtering depth sectioning. 
Before considering macroscopic scale processes 
we give brief attention to the intermediate scale 
which is of the order o f tens to hundreds of 
atomic spacings . This is the order of magnitude 
of the dimensions to which an atomic collision 
cascade, induced by ion bombardment with moderate 
energies ( <100 keV), propagates by ballistic recoil 
events. Within this scale the statistical 
processes which lead to atomic ejection discussed 
above occur and if morphological features exist 
upon a surface with dimensions of th is order it is 
not legitimate to consider the average behaviours 
as discussed subsequently at the 'macroscopic' 
scale . For example, if a surface feat ure has 
dimensions less than the 'average' cascade, this 
latter will be unable to fully develop and the 
ejection processes will be modified. Sigmund [129] 
and Carter et al [ 44] have considered this regime 
theoretically and s uggested that, for example, very 
fine conical or needle-shaped str uctur es should 
have their tips slig htl y radiussed rather than 
pun ct iform . Some indirect evide nce of this exists 
in the shape of fine cones on sputtered semiconduct-
ors [156] but the most direct evi den ce is from 
s putt ere d field emitter tips examine d at high 
resolution by Kubby et al [ 84,85] using transmission 
elec tr on microscopy. Although the ph enomenon exists 
its generality is, as yet unknown, since most 
studies of surface topography have be en performed 
on a larger dimensional scale using, for example, 
sca nning electron microscopy with, in genera l, 
poorer spatial resolution. 
We ther efore turn our atten tion to more 
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macroscopic effects ( >1000 atomic distances) and 
we observe, as with atomic scale effects, that 
the evolution of topography is, according to 
equation (3), a result of variations or 
fluctuations in J, the ion flux density, Y, the 
sputtering yield, N, the substrate atom i c density 
and e the local surface orientation . I t might 
be noted at this stage that the surface normal 
velocity,~. given by equation (3) is a macro-
scopic velocity determined by dividing the rate 
of removal of atoms per unit area by atomic 
density. Assuming that the great major i ty of 
atoms are sputtered from the first atom i c layer 
of a substrate surface, then the rate of atomic 
removal from this surface plane is nJY(8)cos6/n , 
where n is the number density of atoms i n the s 
surface plane which, if complete, would contain a 
number density n atoms. The macroscopic erosion 
velocity effecti~ely equates n and n , whereas 
atomic scale erosion, considered earfier, admits 
their difference. 
The primary ion flux density will generally 
be entirely contrulled by parameters othec Lhan 
those associated with the substrate and may be 
adjusted, by these controls, spatially and 
temporally across a substrate surface. It is 
also possible to provide multiple ion fluxes 
simultaneously at different incident angles to 
each surface element. In the simplest case of a 
spatially uniform monodirectional ion flux 
density, an initially plane surface would, apart 
from atomic scale roughening, remain plane. As we 
will note shortly, for near normal incidence the 
sputtering yield varies only slowly with incidenc e 
angle so for a gently undulating initial surface 
(Y(e) + Y(~ and cose + 1) the topography does not 
change substantially e xcept after high fluence 
bombardment . Most ion fluences are, however, no t 
spatially uniform and so in the early stages o f 
erosion of a plane surface the geometry of the 
crater sputtered by a spatially inhomogeneous ion 
fl ux is approximately the mirror image of the 
spatial flux distribution. As the crater deepens 
and the angu l ar range of surface elements increase 
the variation of erosion rate with ion incidence 
angle (via Y(e)) assumes importance and the crater 
sha pe changes continuously. The detailed 
evolution of such craters has been considered by 
several authors [35,108,136] since it is of some 
importance in determining achievable depth 
resolution by sputter-depth profiling methods. 
The spatial non-uniformity of incident flux can 
be ameliorated by sweeping or rastering the flux 
to provide a time averaged uniformity over a 
s pecified substrate area and this ca n lead to 
s ub stantia lly f l at base craters. Such an approach 
is jusL une exa mpl e of buLh spatially a nd time-
varying incident flux for which the general theory 
for the pr e di ction of topography evo lut ion has 
been reported by ourselves an d col l eagues [22,32, 
33,104,105,131, 134 ]. An interesting result of 
such studies is that appropriate independent 
space and tim e profiling of ion fluxes sho uld 
allow controlled evo lut ion of desired surface 
morphology (flux rastering is merely one exam pl e 
of this) which does not yet a pp ear to have been 
ex pl oite d technically. 
An important specific exam pl e of spatially 
inhomogeneous flux is that of sputtering of a 
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substrate which is either masked deliberately or 
accidentally on the surface or conta ins an 
included macroscopic and localised impurity, the 
sputtering yield for these second phases being 
diff erent from that of the substrate. In the case 
of surface contaminant the ion flux is reduced to 
zero at the substrate below the contaminant and 
so the surrounding substrate is eroded 
pref erentially leaving a contaminant capped pillar 
or mesa-like structure. The heig ht to which this 
pillar develops relative to its mean surroundings 
is dictated by the difference in erosion rates of 
substrate and contaminant and the thickness of the 
contaminant [28,88). The geometric evolution of 
the contaminant depends upon its initial 
configuration and the sputtering yield-incidence 
angle variation for this material, but typically, 
as the contaminant is thinned its area also 
diminishes as its boundary is sputtered inwards. 
The effective lateral velocity of the contaminant 
periphery is given, in analogy with equati on (5) 
by: 








where Y (e ) is the contaminant sputtering yield 
for an ~leSation angle e on the contaminant 
periphery. This is alsocthe velocity of inward 
motion of the top of the substrate pillar which 
therefore determines the elevation angle e of the 
substrate material at its upper boundary s~nce 
this veloc i ty is given by JY(eu)coteu 
N 
The detailed form of this pillar boundary can be 
predicted t heoretically [32,3 3,104,105,134] from 
knowl e dge of Y(e) and Y(e) behaviours and it is 
usually found to be very ~teep (but not n /2 with 
respect to the surroundings) and slightly curved . 
When the contaminant is finally sputtered away 
the pillar continues to erode inwards over the 
upper plane until a cone-like structure forms 
which then erodes into the surroundings. The 
theory of this evolution is well established 
[24,25,28,88,106) and has been modelled 
computationally also [46) and a clear example of 
this evolution is shown from experimental studies 
in Figure 1 . Other features of this figure will 
be discussed shortly. This ty pe of behaviour is 
typical of the erosion of multi-component or 
phase separated systems and is particularly 
important technologically in the etching of 
channels through masks in microelectronic and 
other low dimensional structure applicat ions 
using ballist ic or reactive sputtering pr ocesses . 
It should be noted that when the contaminant 
or secon d phase is located at and above the 
initial surface the pillar and cone formation 
pro cess is independent of whether the contaminant 
is of lower or higher sputtering yield than the 
s ubstrate. However, when the contaminant is a 
bulk inclusion th e relative magnitude of these 
yields is important in determining feature 
evolution. As the mean substrate surface is 
sputtered to reach the contaminant this latt er is 
embedded at and below the instantaneous substrate 
surface. If the contaminant is of lower sputter-
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ing yield (for all incidence angles) than the 
substrate then the preceding arguments apply. 
If, however, the contaminant is of higher 
sputtering yield than the surrounding matrix 
the enhanced erosion of contaminant relative to 
s ubstrate can occur and an etch pit structure 
can be initiated. As will be shown later this 
local inclusion of a lower sputtering yield 
phase can occur, not only from the initial 
pres ence of this phase but via the irradiation 
induced processes also and so more detailed 
discussion is deferred. However, it is apparent 
that while such conta minant or phase separated 
systems can be regarded as ion flux inhomogeneous 
systems they can also be regarded as sputtering 
yield inhomogeneous systems, to which we now 
turn our attention. 
The sputtering yield, Y, for a specified 
substrate and crystallographic orientation is a 
function of pr ojectile mass, species, energy and 
the incidence angles e and 0 relative to the 
surface normal but, except in certain circum-
stances considered subsequently, will not normally 
be a function of spatial coordinates of a 
surface. Since the Y(e,0) behaviour is a 
function of projectile mass, species and energy 
then if any of these differ across a surface 
topogra phy evolution may occur. Such variations 
certainly occur in plasma etching, reactive ion 
etching and ion bombardment mediated reactive 
gas etch ing where reactive gas fluxes, which 
modify the ballistic erosion process, can 
possess differing accessibility and densities to 
different parts of a surface, e . g.,in a deep 
channel etched between masks. Provided that the 
normal velocity c can be parametrically specified 
at all surface locations at all times then the 
techniques of prediction of wavefront evolution 
in inhomogeneous, anisotropic and time dependent 
systems [22,30,32,33,104,105,131,134] can be 
applied to predict surface morphological 
change [137,138]. 
The differences in the behaviour of Y with 
different species and energies can also be used 
in a more controlled manner to produce a desired 
topography by sequential switching of ion species 
(e.g . from a reactive gas sputtering situation to 
a ballistic sputtering situation), by modification 
of ion energy or both parameters. 
In the earlier discussion of the influence 
of ion flux density variations it was in d icated 
that second phase regions of different sputtering 
yield to the surroundings would lead to a local 
to pography modification and, in particular it 
was noted that a spatial region of higher 
sputtering yield coul d result in local etch 
pitting. Dislocations in solids provid e 
relatively extensive regions where atomic binding 
energies are reduced so that sputtering yield is 
enhanced and so such dis continuities should 
provid e sources of etch pit initiation. That 
this is indeed the case is illustrated in Figure 
2 which shows the surface topography
2
~f ~2large 
grain in polycrystalline Cu after 10 m ion 
fluence bombardm ent by 40 keV Ar+ ions. The 
illustration shows the case of a sample which had 
been mechanically polished an d chemically etched 
after an annealing stage . Without annealing a 
very high density of randomly distributed etch 
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Figure 1. The fluenc e dependent evolution of a 
conica l feature, originating from initial 
contaminant pr otection. Two views of the cone 
are given a t each fluence increment to display 
feature det ails . 
Figure_2. Chara 23eristic et~h_pits ~2velo ped by , pprox1mat e ly 10 40 keV Kr ions m bombardm en t 
of an annealed polycrystalline Cu grain. 
Figur 5 3. 9 keV Ar+ irradiation of [11 14 1J_Su 
at 45 polar angle of incidence. (a) 10 m 
at arbitrary azimuthal angle <1
3
- o0 ). (b) ~~d 
(c1 increasing fluence (3 x 10 and 7 x 10 





~f) further in 24easing i 2uence of 
10 , 6 x 10 and 1.1 x 10 ions m at 
¢ = o0 induces the growth of pits which are 
spatially uncorrelated with those of (a). 
(g) same as (f) but different region of the 
irradiated zone. 
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pits would normally have been observed but 
annealing reduces this density considerably and 
leads to some alignment of etch pits. Annea li ng 
is known to drastically reduce dislocation 
densit ies and the associate d reduction in pits 
is evident. The detailed evolution of such etch 
pits can be predicted theoretically [33,104,105] 
and it can be shown that major evolution only 
occurs if th e incident ion flux is dire cte d close 
to parallelism with the dislocation core. This 
behaviour has been observed experimentally as 
shown in the sequence of micrographs of Figure 3 
where a Cu single crystal was first bombarded with 
7 keV Ar+ ions at a polar angle of 45° with an 
arbitrary azimuthal angle and pit initiation and 
enlargement with increasing ion fluence is evident. 
The azimuthal angle was then changed and the 
continuing irradiation clearly obliterates the 
etch pits. 
Another major example of spatially variable 
behaviour of the sputtering yield, Y, is provided 
in the e rosion of polycrystals in which the 
sputtering yield varies from grain to grain 
because of the differing channelling and other 
energy steering effects for fixed incidence onto 
each surface plane an d because of binding energy 
variations for different surface orientations. 
This grain dependent sputtering yield leads to 
macroscopically observable diff erences in grain 
surface elevatio n after high fluence, large 21ep~~ 
removal, sputtering as shown for 40 keV, 10 m 
Ar+ ion bombarded polycrystalline Cu in Figure 4. 
The relative diff erences in th e elevations of 
different grains after irradiation to a flux 
t (= J x time) is given simply by t 6Y(9) where 
N 
6Y(9) is the difference in s pu ttering yields of 
different grains. 
In addition to modifications in grain 
elevation their areas also change duri ng irra dia-
tion since, as with dislocations, grain boundaries 
represent zones of further modifi cation of 
sput terin g yield because of modifi ed binding 
energies in their vicinity . The evolution of 
individual grains has been studied experimentally 
by Hauff e [65] and shown to correspond to 
theoretical pr edictions [33,65,104,105]. One of 
the more important relationships in such systems 
is that if two discrete phases or media meet 
congruently at a separation plane then the etch 
or erosion velocity along that plane must 
correspond to the projected erosion velocities of 
the adjoint media along the plane. This is 
essentially Snell's law in the motion of a wave-
front in geometric optics [32,33,104,105,152]. 
This requirement, together with consideration of 
the motion of individual points on the bounding 
media surfaces allows theoretical prediction of 
the evolution of the surface for other similar, 
technically important, phase separated systems such 
as lithographically masked substrates. 
Alt hough spatial inhomogeneity of sputtering 
yield is of great importance in multicomponent 
systems the major cause of topographic variation 
is the dependence of yield upon flux incidence 
angle, the physical origins of which were outlined 
above . For an initially plane surface, and in 
the absence of all perturbational effects and 
spatio-temporal inhomogeneities, this plane would 
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remain flat and merely recede at a normal rate 
JY(e)cose into the solid. As soon as any 
N 
departure from initial pl anity occurs, however, 
i.e.,z is a function of y and x in a Cartesian 
system, then the orientations e and 6 can vary 
over the surface and so the normal erosion rate 
c varies across the surface and the topography 
changes. Theoretical prediction of this 
evolution has been fully discussed by a number of 
authors [22,24,25,28,30,32,33,35,46,88,104,105, 
106,108,131,134,135,136,137,138] with, generally, 
good agreement with experimental observations of 
the evolution of the more macroscopi c surface 
features. The general results of such theory, 
for spatially homogeneous systems, is that: 
(1) only orientations initially present or 
potentially present by inclusion between bounding 
curves or planes at a surface discontinuity (an 
edge) are contained in th e tim e evo lving surface, 
(2) if orientations e , 6 equivalent to those 
of maxima in the sputEeriRg yield-orientation, 
Y(e,6) dependence exist, these tend to lead to 
transiently dominant spatial regions in the 
surface evo lution, (3) the overall tendency of 
the surface is to evolve towards one of minimum 
erosion rate . This latter process is often 
achieved by production of discontinuities in the 
surface and their subsequent mutual interaction 
and obliteration. In systems which possess 
common values of g for more than one set of (9,6) 
values, regular symmetric structures may evolve 
reflecting this g congruence. Consequently, 
whilst right circ ular conical structures can 
emerge as a result of (2) above for a random, 
amorphous su bstr ate , crystallographically 
oriented prisms, pyramids and etch pits develop 
with substrates which remain crystalline after 
irradiation as will be demonstrated in detail 
later. A conclusion of such predictions is that 
an initially randomly rough surface would tend 
to smooth as a result of sputtering erosion and, 
apart from local perturbations, this is often 
observed ex perimentally. Transiently, however, 
elevated features such as ridges and cones are 
expected to form, and as illustrated in Figure 1, 
these are a common feature of many sputtered 
surfaces. They arise if, and only if, lar ge 
elevation angles e = e exist in the initia l 
s urfa ce or can be induged to occur. Initial 
lo cal asperities may, therefore, assume 
temporary conical habit [7], impurities may give 
rise, as discussed earlier, to plat ea u then cone 
formation, while neighbouring high elevation 
boundaries such as produced at the ridge 
intersections of etch pits and of craters 
(either native to, or produced by a selected 
area of sputter erosion) with etch pits are 
also cone sources. Examples of these latter 
sources of ' cones' are shown in Figures 4, Sa 
and b. Such elevated features are often an 
undesired concomitant of sputtering erosion but 
they may be minimized by monodirectional oblique 
ion flux incidence, or by multidirectional ion 
flux incidence. This latter can be achieved by 
substrate rocking and rotation during erosion and 
the net effect is to 'smooth' or average the 
effective Y(e,6) function for all incidence 
angles. The theory of this method has been 
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fully developed by several authors [36,133,141] 
and shown, experimentally, to be satisfactory [9, 
89]. 
A particularly important result of theoretical 
(and computer simulation) modelling is that whereas 
elevated features can develop temporarily, not by 
growth but by enhanced differential sputtering of 
surroundings, etch pits cannot deepen unless 
associated with a region of continuing enhanced 
sputtering yield relative to the surroundings. The 
very widespread existence of etch pits on sputtered 
surfaces (vide Figures 2 and 3) is direct evidence 
of the existence of spatial inhomogeneities with 
locally enhanced sputtering yield relative to the 
surrounding substrate. Indeed, the formation and 
expansion rate of etch pits may be so high on 
certain substrates and orientations that these pits 
overlap and produce corrugated wavelike surfaces 
as illustrated [107] in the evolution sequence of 
Figure 6 for an initially crystalline Si substrate 
irradiated at 45° incidence with 7 keV Ar+ ions. 
This is an example of investigations by the 
authors and their colleagues and many similar 
examples with the same or different substrates 
may be found in the literature [31,43,51] . Other 
authors [18,66], however, find no evidence of 
either etch pits or ripple generation with 
apparently similar experimental conditions. The 
cause of this disagreement is as yet unknown but 
may be associated with the quality of the initial 
substrate material and its built-in imperfections. 
A real source of etch pits which continue to 
amplify over considerable ion fluences results from 
locally enhanced ion flux arising from ion 
reflection from surface regions of high elevation 
angle onto neighbouring surfaces. This is a 
particular example of both a spatially variable 
ion flux density and variable incidence angle 
flux (and concomitant orientation dependent 
sputtering yield) process but belongs most properly 
to the class of secondary flux processes to which 
we now turn our attention. 
Secondary external flux processes 
For all incident flux and substrate 
conditions a certain fraction of the primary 
projectiles will backscatter from a substrate. 
The full details of such backscattering have not 
yet been worked out although first indications of 
the probable magnitude and parametric dependences 
of the process can be found in computational 
simulations of collision dynamics by Hou and 
Robinson [72], while Eckstein [15] and the 
present authors are currently engaged in similar 
but more detailed analysis. It is already clear 
that the backscattered flux will be distributed 
in energy and recoil direction and that its total 
magnitude will increase with increasing angle 
of incidence to the normal to a substrate, with 
decreasing ion energy and decreasing ratio of the 
masses of the projectile to substrate atoms. 
Consequently, when ions are incident onto high 
elevation angle components of a surface a 
substantial fraction of the flux may scatter from 
such elements onto surrounding substrate, thus 
increasing the total energetic particlesonto these 
surroundings. Such effects should lead to 
enhance d erosion in these surroundings and a 
particularly favourable geometry for observation 
of this process would be in the vicinity of the 
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base of a cone or ridge on a plane surrounding 
substrate. That pedal depressions surrounding 
cones do indeed occur was s uggested by Wilson 
[44,159] and is well illustrated in the dynamic 
cone evolution sequence of Figure 1 [90]. It 
is very clear that a depression is generated in 
the pedal region of the cone and that the 
dimensions of this depression increase with 
fluence at the same time as the dimensions of 
the cone are decreasing. This cone obliteration 
is an entirely expected phenomenon since the 
erosion rate of the cone surface (high incidence 
flux angle= 0) is higher than that of the 
surroundings aRd the final result of this 
process is an etch pit once the cone has been 
fully excised. In the example shown in Figure 1, 
not only is the etch pit non-circular but it 
possesses a degree of symmetry. Part of this 
symmetry arises from the fact that in the 
geometry used in this study (45° flux incidence 
angle to the substrate normal) the cone forms 
with its axis in this direction and reflected 
flux distributions striking the surrounding 
substrate vary asymmetrically around the cone 
base. Further symmetry may be due to a pyramidal 
rather than conical form of the protuberance 
produced on the crystalline Cu substrate which 
leads to preferred flux reflection directions. 
If cones are generated by normal incidence 
bombardment on a substrate the pedal trench 
surrounding the cone develops uniformly and a 
final circular depression pit results. Once the 
cone has been fully excised from such pits they 
tend to extend their areal dimensions but not 
deepen, in agreement with the theoretical 
predictions of surface smoothing during erosion 
[24,25,79,106]. The erosion of the cone into 
the widening depression is entirely predictable 
from primary flux induced erosion alone since 
the downward erosion rate of the elevated featur e 
is much higher than that of the surrounding pit. 
The primary process may be assisted by secondary 
reflected fluxes from the pit on to the cone and 
by the more energetic sputtered atoms from the 
pit which impinge upon the cone. Auciello and 
Kelly [5] have suggested that these effects may 
play a role in changing the cone habit (e.g., 
modifying the cone apex angle) during the 
excision process but this model is, as yet, not 
fully tested. Indeed, several attempts have 
been made to model [116] this enhanced flux 
related trenching process and predict the 
evolutionary stages but comparisons with the very 
few detailed experimental stu d ies are fair 
rather than excellent because of imprecise 
specification of the reflected flux distributions. 
The work referred to earlier by Eckstein and the 
present authors is aimed at providing this 
detailed information to allow more precis e 
prediction of trench evolution . Technologically 
the proc ess can be important at the base of deep 
channels with steep, but not flux parallel, side 
walls formed by ion etching in semiconductor 
substrates. Mediation of the problem can be 
achieved by rocking [73] the substrate during 
sputter etching to broaden the angular range of 
ion incidence on to an d reflection from the side 
walls. 
As yet no general rules as to the scale of 
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trench deve lopment ex pected have been formulated. 
It is readily shown, assuming simple mirror 
reflection of flux, that the largest additional ion 
fluence is received in the pedal region of an 
inclined elevated orientation surface section. 
The larger is the height of this elevation and its 
elevation angle, the larger the total ion 
reflection fraction and the lower the ratio of the 
sputtering yield of the elevation to that of the 
surroundings. 
This would tend to suggest that pedal trenches 
would be most likely to form for low energy light 
ions incident on h ea vier substrates, particularly 
when locally contaminated by low sputtering yield 
material. These detailed expectations have not yet 
been confirmed by experiment and inde ed there is a 
fruitful area of research to be und ertaken here. 
It is true that pedal trenches are frequently 
observe d when the elevated region is high and 
formed by the contaminant protection mechanism. 
Flux reflection must also occur to some extent 
between all regions of a conto ured surface rather 
than only locally as in the preceding example. It 
is not difficult to develop an analytic approach 
to pr edict the evolution of a general surface under 
a variety of flux reflection distribution 
assumptions. However, it is neither possible to 
give analytic form to the contour development nor 
easy to simulate the evolution computationally. 
Specific and simplified surface contours and 
reflection processes are required to make any 
reasonable progress and Hauffe has considered the 
evolution of a repetitively facetted structure in 
this context. Indeed, Hauffe [66,67] has suggested 
that the evolution of increasing amplitude, 
increasing wavelength facetted ripple structures 
with increasing ion fluenc e observed on oblique 
incidence bombarded Si is a result of interfacet 
reflection processes. This proposal is, howev er , 
by no means proven, an d one eq uall y plausibl e 
explanation of ripple amplification phenomena is 
associated with more rapid erosion of small facets 
relative to larger ones and the mutation of smaller 
to l arger facets [34,38]. 
It is interesting to note, howev e r, that flux 
r eflec tion processes can sometimes be used to 
beneficial advantage. Thus in a recent study [112] 
it was reported that very deep channels, narrower 
than the f lux defining aperture could be produced 
in io n etched semiconductors via reflection (and 
essentially forward focussing) of ion flux from the 
initial inward tapered channel. 
In addition to scattere d primary flux between 
dif fe rent regions of a substrate, scattered fluxes 
onto a substrate may also arise from primary flux 
imp i ngement on system components other than the 
su bstrate an d by a tertiary process where substrate 
scattered flux collides with gas ph ase atoms and 
is returned, energy and angular distribution 
modi fied to the substrate. This latter pr ocess, 
mos t likely to occur in high pressure plasma 
systems, has not yet been modelled in any way and 
its importance is unknown. It is unlikely to be a 
domi nant process, however, since significant energy 
l 0ss will generally occur as the sputt ere d atom 
momentum is reversed by one or more collisions with 
gas phas e species. The former pro cess, however, 
can arise from the presence of pr imary ion flux 
inc i denc e on to apertures [6]. Careful experiments 
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are still needed to test the importance of this 
hypothesis but the effect can be minimise d by 
ca reful experi mental system design and the 
e limination of defining apertures close to 
substrates. 
A problem of making definitive assessments 
of the role of flux refl ectio n is that this 
process is often accompanied by, and in 
co mpetition with, a further secondary process 
which leads to local growth. This process is the 
redeposition of material sputtered from one 
region of a system on to other surface regions. 
As in the case of primary flux reflection, at 
least three sources of redeposited flux may be 
identified. The first is that flux of sputtered 
atoms from a surface which is emitted in such a 
direction that it is intercepted by another 
region of the surface and condensation and 
deposition can occur. The second source is the 
general sp utter ed f lux which collides with either 
other surfaces in the sputtering syste m or with 
gas phas e atoms and is returned to and deposits 
upon the surface of interest. The third flux is 
that of atoms sputtered by the primary ion flux 
from other surfaces in the system which travel 
either directly, or after further surfaces or 
gas ph ase co llisi ons, to and condense upon the 
surface of interest. Examples of all three 
processes are quit e common in the literature. 
In the first case it has been argued [97] 
that redeposite d sp utter ed su bstr ate atoms can be 
influential in reducing porosity (increasing 
density) of ion beam assisted thin film deposits 
by relocating surface atoms into cavities produced 
in a non-uniformly growing film. At the micro-
scopic level the phenomenon has been clearly 
identified by observations of sputtered substrate 
material from the base of narrow, deep channels 
(high aspect ratio) onto the sides of masks 
which defined th e ion flux which generated the 
ch annel by etching. Several attempts have been 
made to model this specific application 
theoretically [11,87,132,160] by makin g various 
assumptions about the spatial distribution of 
sputtered flux. These models, although indicating 
the approximate form of surface evolution under 
additional redeposition conditions, are currently 
deficient in that both simplifying assumptions of 
the sputtered flux redistribution are made and 
that, on the flux receiving surface primary flux 
induc e d s putt ering is ignored. More compl ete 
computer simulation modelling which includes 
primary flux sputtering and redeposition have 
been performed [103,117] but again simplistic 
models of sputtered flux distributions are 
assumed . It is inten ded to rectify this situation 
in studies currently in progress by Eckstein and 
ourse lv es which will yield improved forms of 
sputtered atom energy and orientation distr ibution 
functions. Such phenom ena undoubtedly contribute 
to th e sha pe of microscopic features parti cularly 
if aspect ratios are high and sputtered flux 
esca pe without further surface collision is 
imped ed. Hauffe [66] and Auciello [2] have 
argue d that redeposition effects are particularly 
influential when densely cone covered surfaces 
are produ ce d by sputtering of, pr obably, heavily 
contaminate d surface regions, and intercone 
redeposition occurs. As will be noted later the 
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Figure 5. Examples of non-contaminant induced 
origins of pr otuberant features (a) ridge inter-
action of e tch pits, (b) crater-pit intersection. 
5µm 
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Figure 4 . Grain de pendent 1~fferential erosion _ 2 
induced by a pp roximately 10 40 keV Ar+ ions m 
normal irradiation of poly crys tallin e Cu. 
Figure 7. ( a) Test patt e rns in a polyimide 
lay e r after r eac tive ion etching in an RF oxygen 
plasma throu gh a silver halid e mask. Note the 
cross-contamination related features. (b) Test 
patterns through a resist layer after reactive 
ion e t chin g i n CHF
1
. Note t h e abs ence of cross -
contamination relate d features. 
Figure 6 . The evolut ion o f etch pit s a nd their 
intersection with i ncre as ing flu ence t o form 
wavelike, corr ugat e d f ace t s tru ctures for Si 
i rradi a t e d with 7 keV Ar + ions at 45° to the 
normal. 
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present authors are less certain about the 
influence of such processes with high density 
pyramid covered single crystal surfaces but do not 
deny its existence, rather qu estion its magnitude. 
As with primary reflected f lux processes no 
general rules for the influence of such effects 
have yet been formulated but it a pp ears clear that 
they will be most likely with high aspect ratio 
features, present in high local density. Moreover 
they are particularly probable near pedal regions 
of pr0tuberances onto which primary flux impinges 
at high incidence angle to their normals since the 
sputtered flux is more forward d irected into the 
pedal region in this case. An example of this 
effect is probable in Figure 1 where the upstream 
region of an eroding cone is seen to develop a 
curved infill region above the pedal depression, 
which as the cone is eroded becomes, itself, a 
dominant tail-like protuberant feature. Although 
such infill can arise naturally from the inability 
to maintain certain involute edges without 
curvature [27,90,134] during sputter erosion of 
two intersecting line or plane elements, it is 
also probable that sputtered flux redeposition 
from the underside of the cone onto the substrate 
beneath is contributory [2]. Variation of the 
ion incidence direction can moderate the relative 
roles of reflection and redeposition and Johnson 
[73] has suggested that suitable selection of ion 
flux incidence angle can minimize pedal trenching 
at the base of high aspect ratio sputter etched 
channels. Such redeposition phenomena may also be 
more effective when the redepositing sputtered 
flux condenses readily and strongly. In reactive 
etching situations where sputtered moities are 
often molecular in nature and bind weakly on 
impact to receiving surfaces they may redesorb 
r apidly and redeposition may be minimized. 
Substantial differences in the effects and 
magnitude of redeposition in similar surface 
geometries must therefore be expected between 
ballistic sputtering and reactive sputtering 
induced feature production. 
The converse of the above is of course 
equally valid in which sputtered species from one 
region do condense rapidly and strongly upon 
receiving surfaces and result in deposits which 
are more resistant to ballistic sputtering, 
reactive gas or ion enhanced reactive gas etching 
than the receiving surface. This phenomen on is 
readily perceived in the 'blocking' process [76] 
in reactive ion etching where carbonaceous or 
polymeric deposits form on deep channel sidewalls 
and inhibit sideways etching. This phenomenon is 
closely associated with the process of 
'anisotropy' of etching in chemically reactive 
lithographic patterning of substrates. 
Even in ballistic sputtering, however, it is 
usually difficult to generate high aspect ratio 
(depth to width ratio) channels with sidewalls 
parallel to the spatially confined ion flux. This 
also arises because of redeposition of substrate 
material from the channel base onto the sidewall 
upon which, because of the high elevation angle, 
the ion flux density is low. 
The second source of sputtered flux 
deposition, that which results from collisions 
with the environment external to the sputtered 
substrate and subsequent return to the substrate 
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is particularly notab l e in plasma etching systems 
where gas pressures are high and atomic collision 
free path distances are short. This process can 
lead to, via randomization of emitte d flux before 
return to the surface, a general redistribution 
of substrate atoms across the sputtered surface 
including onto areas which are masked from primary 
sputtering. The more general redistribution can 
be employ ed to aid surface planarization of 
initially lithographically patterned surfaces but 
can _also be deleterious in forming deposits on 
surface areas which it is desired to maintain 
clear. 
An examp l e of this undesirable behaviour is 
shown in the contrasting Figures 7a and 7b. In 
Figure 7a an attem pt [139] is shown to reactively 
plasma etch Si0
2 
through a polyimide mask and the 
contamination by spikes of sputtered effluent 
from the polyimide onto the Si0
2 
is very clear. 
Figure 7b shows a similar geometry [90] but in 
which a similar substance was ex posed to reactive 
ion beam etched by ions from a microwave ion 
source operated in CHF
3
, through a resist mask. 
Contamination of the substrate is largely absent 
and the main difference in the two systems, apart 
from materials differences which are not 
unimportant, is the much lower gas pressure 
employed in the latter system so that reflux to 
the surface is minimised. 
Similar s patial redistribution processes 
might well be expected in other, relatively high 
pressure ion etching or ion bombardment-enhanced 
deposition systems such as magnetron sputtering 
deposition and ion plating applications. Once 
again modelling of such effects is easy on the 
qualitative sca l e but immensely more difficult 
quantitatively because of uncertainties not only 
in sputtered flux species, energy and orientation 
distributions but in the collisionally mediated 
return of these fluxes to the surface. 
The third area of secondary sputtered flux 
may often be less severe and potentially 
controllable since it arises from impact of 
primary flux with other system components. This 
can be avoided by, for example, ensuring that 
primary flux defining apertures are remote from 
and/or have no line of sight to the substrate 
and/or are of very low s putt ering yield and/or 
are of the same material as the substrate. When 
precautions like this are not taken protuberant 
features, generated by a contaminant protection 
mechanism can result an d these may be irradiation 
specific, i.e.,contaminant-substrate complexes 
produced by irradiation mixing as des cri bed 
above may be more, less or equally resistant to 
sputtering as the surrounding substrate matrix 
depend ing upon the ballistic or chemical nature 
of the mixing and sputtering processes. 
Consequently local protuberant, pitted or 
featureless surfaces may result. An example 
might be the deposition and accumulation of low 
vapour pressure and low sputtering yield metal 
halides produced by collisional sputtering from 
a metal aperture using chemically reactive ions 
which deposit onto a semiconductor substrate 
which is, except where contaminated, rapidly 
etched. 
More sputter resistant metal alloy or 
compound complexes, or less sputter resistant 
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regions could arise in the same way . Low 
sputtering yield materials such as C, might be 
particularly pernicious when depositing locally onto 
high yield substances and indeed, unless 
deposition is spatially uniform in such circum-
stances, this is a specific example of a localized 
'blocking' process. 
Although rather more appropriately discussed 
in the subsequent section on congruent deposition 
and erosion it is useful to mention here two areas 
of application where redeposited sputter fluxes are 
technically useful. Both areas employ plasma 
geometries in which one electrode is biased to 
sputter material onto a substrate which may be 
itself either biased to be sputtered also or may be 
unbiased and also accumulates de posit from plasma 
dissociated products. In the first area, sputter 
deposited material mediates the congruent erosion 
of a patterned substrate and leads to a planariza-
tion of a deposit over the substrate [62). The 
theoryof this process has been developed in general 
terms of wavefront advance [137). In the second 
area sputtered metal forms inclusions in a plane 
deposited polymeric layer [76). If the relative 
rates of arrival and the energy distributions of 
the various species at the substrate are 
appropriate it may be expected that unusual 
topography will develop and this will be 
demonstrated in greater detail subsequently. 
Finally, it should be noted that the more 
energetic scattered primary flux particles and 
sputtered flux particles when impinging onto other 
substrate areas may lead to tertiary, and 
subsequently higher order, scattered and sputtered 
fluxes. As yet there are no estimates as to the 
relative importances of increasingly higher order 
fluxes in determining local erosion and growth 
rates but, because of energy degradation and flux 
dispersion at each impact stage it would seem that 
the effects will probably reduce rapidly beyond 
second order processes . 
As already noted both scattered and sputtered 
fluxes often operate in competition and without 
detailed knowledge of the nature and extent of 
these flux distributions it is difficult to make 
general predictions about morphological evolution. 
It is interesting to note, however, that such 
processes, since they arise from internal 
interactions between components of the system 
(i.e.,flux and material redistributions over the 
surface contour) may contribute to preferred 
organization of the system, i.e.,repetitive wave-
like structures with preferred dimensions. This 
internal interaction leading to preferred system 
states is well known [61) in other physical 
systems with mutually interacting sub-systems and 
is to be contrasted with the system where only 
the external agency drives the system to a 
preferred equilibrium (i.e.,primary sputtering 
which initiates the surface evolution). Once 
again the importance of such sputtered surface 
mutual interactions may be difficult to separate 
from other processes, some of which we now 
describe briefly. 
Secondary internal flux and other processes 
It was outlined above how a projectile slowing 
down in the substrate generates point defects of 
both interstitial and vacancy character. If these 
defects are mobile at the irra d iation temperature 
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of the substrate they can migrate and constitute 
material fluxes which can moderate the surface 
topography. Carter and colleagues [21,26) have 
given approximate treatments of the influence of 
such radiation enhanced diffusion processes acting 
congruently with ballistic erosion processes and 
indicated that the general influence of these 
effects would be to aid smoothing of rough 
surfaces. It was further demonstrated that the 
effects would be ion flux and temperature 
sensitive . Very little experimental evidence to 
test these or alternative models exists but Kubby 
et al [84,85) have recently demonstrated the 
reality of the effect at the near atomic scale 
in a study of the blunting of fine field emitter 
tips . Elich et al [54) have shown that the 
density and habit of etch pits produced by 
sputtering on Cu changes dramatically with the 
direction of ion incidence relative to open 
channel atomic configurations and with 
increasing substrate temperature. These 
variations are associated with the changes in 
atomic recoil processes near the surface and the 
migration and annealing of radiation induced 
defects which not only modifies extended defect 
densities (e . g . dislocations) which are a source 
of etch pits but also changes the habit of pits 
and the general surface. Similar behaviour of 
the reduction of etch pit densities and the 
modification of their h abit with increasing 
substrate temperature has been reported [143, 
147) with Fe substrates. As yet, however, no 
studies have been sufficiently detailed to allow 
determination of the nature of the defect or 
defect agglomerates which play the major role in 
this radiation assisted diffusion mediated change 
in surface structure . Indeed some of our own 
studies [31) in this direction with single 
crystal Cu substrates yielded the surprising 
result that the densities and habits of etch pits 
and pyramids (to be discussed in more detail 
later) formed by bombardment of (11 3 1) oriented 
surfaces were largely independent of temperature 
over the range 77 K to 800 K. If vacancies are 
influential in initiating and modifying surface 
topography it would be expected that substantial 
morphological changes would occur in this 
temperature range where vacancy mobility 
increases dramatical l y. Clearly more studies are 
required in this area. 
A further example of the effect of enhanced 
diffusion is to be found in the case of sputtered 
compound semiconductors and in certain multilayer 
metal thin film structures. In the former case 
the evidence is conf l icting and appears to depend 
substantially on irradiation conditions (ion 
species and energy) and probably substrate 
temperature as well as substrate species. For 
example, Yurasova [163 ) reported production of 
densely packed whiskery features on CdS whereas 
Wilson [156) found no evidence of such features 
with this material nor with GaAs but did with InP 
and InSb. Some of our own studies have revealed 
dense cone populations on GaAs and InP whilst 
Dzioba [52) has also observed large cone 
structures on reactively etched InP . Contaminant 
processes which can either aid (e.g.,for m local 
protection zones) or militate against feature 
formation may account for some of these 
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differences also . 
When dense regions of protuberant features 
are produced, however, it a pp ears that these may be, 
partially at l east, growth feat ur es which originate 
by sputtering of the more volatile of the species 
of the compound. This leads to metal rich surfaces, 
the atoms of which migrate and coalesce to initiate 
and continue the protuberance evolution. 
The inhibition of feature development by 
contaminant is perceivable in studies of sputtering 
of layered thin film str uctures. Hofer and Liebl 
[71] observed substantial cone evolution when 
sputtering through alternating layers of a Ni-Cu 
sandwich structure employing inert gas ions. This 
is attributable to both ballistic and radiation 
enhanced diffusion driving forces which lead to 
segregation of the more slowly sputtering species 
and the initiation of the contaminant prote ~tion 
process. When nitrogen is employed as the 
sputtering species the topogr a phic evolution is 
much less severe and it could be suggested that 
this occurs because bombardm ent ind uced nitrides 
are formed which inhibit species migration and 
segregation. Similar effects may be expected to 
occur with other meta llic systems and compound 
substrates with apposite choice of bombarding 
species or gaseous environment to produce 
stabilising layer formation by a dsorption and 
recoil mixing. Indeed some recent studies [150] 
suggeste d that cones formed by the mechanisms 
discussed above by Ar+ ion bombardment of InP 
co uld be suppressed by suitable admixture of 
oxygen into the Ar flux. Other investigators [13] 
have also reported the generally beneficial 
e ffects of O or N irradiation in reducing feature 
evolution on various substrate syste ms or in 
using reactive gas environments during inert gas 
ion sputtering. Most of these samples are 
relevant to processes in area 7 of Table 1, where 
compound targets may be formed by direct 
implantation and/or recoil and diffusive mixing 
processes. The inert gas irradiate d metallic 
multi-layer studies of Hofer and Liebl [71] are 
relevant to area 8 of Table 1. Other evidence of 
similar proc esses in this area are studies by 
Clark e t al [48] on topography induced on metal 
fi!m_- Si? 2 ~ubstrate structures by_high energy 
Xe irra diation which both created interface 
atomic mixing and sputtered th e metal l ayer. It 
was observe d that those metalli c films, which 
under suitable thermal treatment alone, intermixed 
coherently with the substrate, did so under ion 
irradiation also . On the other hand thos e metals 
which, under thermal treatment, coa l esced to form 
island structures followed this behaviour under 
ion irradiation . It was concluded that both types 
of behaviour were related to the sign of the free 
ene rgy change in the reaction. If the heat of 
reaction of the product is less than the reactants 
for the system: M + Sio
2 
+ M Si+ M o
2 X y x-y 
then the fr ee energy change is negative, the 
reaction is thermodynamically favoured and mixed 
metal-silicide, met a l-oxid e ph ases form. If the 
free energy c h ange is positive, however, inter-
mixing is inhibited an d metal coalescence occurs 
to reduce the s ur face free energy. This coalescence 
is ac hieved by ballistic, radiation enhanced and 
normal thermal diffusion. Simi l ar results have 
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recently been reporte d [80] in island coalescence 
driven by inert gas ion irradiation of Au films on 
Si substrates where, again, en hanced atomic 
transport para ll e l to the interface must 
substantially excee d trans port normal to the 
interface and result in a free energy minimised 
system. 
Further interesting evidence of similar 
processes occurring in buri e d metallic p lane 
layers of the W-Cu system has recently been 
observe d [124] where the W l ayer beco mes 
dis continuous and coalesced regions are formed. 
This again is an example of a radiation driven 
system which, as at the surface, adjusts to a 
free energy minimization condition by atomic 
transport proc esses. 
Finally we mention stu d ies by Wehner [151] 
and Rossnagel et al [56,118] with inert gas 
irradiated substrates. In Wehner ' s [151] 
investigations whiskers were formed dur ing 
congruent low flux arrival rate of a deposit 
metal species on to other substrates whereas in 
Rossnagel et al [56,118] work C substrates wer e 
only ion bombarded. These authors have observed, 
even with very low energy bombardment, th e 
evo lution of whisker-like structures on the 
surface which, unlike cones, pyramids or plateau, 
d o not have their axes aligned with the incident 
ion flux dire ction. Although their habit may be 
partially det er mined by sputtering erosion there 
is little doubt that they are real local growth 
phenomena induced by the radiation . The 
mechanisms which drive substrate atoms to 
nucleate and enlarge the whiskers are by no 
means clarified as yet but probably include 
radiation assisted diffusion. Stress gradi ents, 
again induced by i rradiation produced defects and 
implant ion i ncor poration may also be influential 
however, since recent work by Poker et al [113] 
has revealed the production of whiskers on Sn 
substrates dur ing slow he ating of the material 
following H+ or He+ implantation. Although the 
growt h again must result from atomic migration 
it a ppears, in this case, that this is not 
sufficiently enhance d by irradiation at low 
temperature (near 77 K) and that stress gradients 
induce the migration at higher temperatures. 
As with reflection and redeposition pr ocesses 
there are, as yet, no general rules as to when 
enhance d diffusion processes are of major 
significance with respect to primary erosion 
processes in determining morphological evol ution. 
Hermanne [69] has proposed a model to explain the 
production of repetitive wave - like topo gra phic 
structures by sputtering bas e d upon the generation 
of defects, their migration to form a regular 
dislocation array and the preferential en hanced 
sputtering in the neighbourhood of these dis-
locations. The criterion for obse r vation of such 
features is that sufficient time must exist to 
allow defect migration t o form the network before 
primary erosion obli t e r ates the development 
sys t em. This model, although not yet fully 
tested by a ran ge of experimental studies, involves 
s put tering yield, defec t migration energies, ion 
flux an d substrate temperature as determinant 
parameters as d id the models of Carter et al [ 2 1, 
26], also develo ped to aid understanding of 
surface and bul k radiation assis t e d dif fusion 
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mediated morphology development. It does appear 
therefore that whatever more suitable models 
emerge they will incorporate at least these 
parameters. Logically it would be expected that 
diffusional effects would increase in importance 
with increasing substrate temperature and 
decreasing activation energy for defect migration. 
The influence of ion flux density and sputtering 
yield a r e more d ifficult to predict since both 
erosion rates and defect production rates depend 
upon ion flux density and energy deposition 
density. 
It is interesting to note Hermanne ' s [ 69] 
model of repetitive features requiring internal 
interaction ( defect migration and accretion and 
balancing forces between resulting dislocations) 
and in deed, surface and bulk atomic migration 
generally may provide a means for surface feature 
stabilization in much the same general way that 
interactions between surface regions through 
atomic fluxes of reflection and redeposition 
external to the solid could provide coherence 
phenomena. 
Although not a major intent of the present 
review it should be noted that very unusual surface 
topographies often result on many solid surfaces 
via not mainly erosional or growth processes but by 
swelling phenomena. These have been reviewed in 
great detail by Scherzer [125,126], for example, 
and arise from incorporation to high densities of, 
generally, light ions (H and He) for which 
sputtering yields are low. Minimum free energy 
considerations drive these incorporated species 
into bubbles which may stress the surface and 
result in blistering and exfoliation. There are 
some examples where similar processes occur with 
heavier ions which will be discussed later. 
Erosion Acco mpanied by External Deposition 
It was indicated briefly above that interest-
ing and often technically useful results can occur 
when sputtering erosion is accompanied by an 
additional external atomic flux. 
Apart from the case where attempts may be made 
to balance sputtering erosion by congruent 
deposition to maintain , for example, film thickness 
constancy whilst mixing the film substrate int er -
face by bombardment induced atomic relocation [49] 
either depos itio n (growth) or e rosion will dominate. 
The simplest criterion to discriminate the 
regimes is for atoms condensing upon their self 
substrate and is given by the inequality: 
J cosa . n( a) Z J. coseY(e) 
a i 
( 7) 
where J and J. are atomic and sputtering ion 
fluxes,arespectively, incident at angles a and 8 to 
a surface element normal, n is an atomic condensa-
tion coefficient and Y is the sputtering yield. 
Equation (7) takes no account of incorporation of 
the sputtering ion flux into the substrate and is 
substantially more complex when dissimilar adsorbent 
- adsorbate systems are considered. As an 
approximate guide and assuming normal incidence for 
atomic and ion fluxes and unity condensation 
coefficient, equ ation (7) indicates that net growth 




Y > a This result suggests that whatever the 
J . 
i 
value of Y for a given system (determined by ion 
species and energy, de posit and substrate 
materials and orientation) it should always be 
possible to select the flux ratio Jato ensure 
J. 
i 
net growth or net erosion. This distinction 
constitutes the separate areas (3) and (4) of 
Table 1 . 
Net growth 
In the past, studies in area (3) were 
confined to observations of the properties and 
growth habits of films grown in somewhat poorly 
understoo d and controlled plasma deposition 
systems and authors such as Thornton [146] 
constructed zone diagrams to relate habit to 
system parameters such as gas pressure, 
substrate temperature and melting temperature of 
con densate. Interpretation of such diagrams is 
in terms of atomic mobility upon condensation 
(vide above) and the influence of the energy of 
depositing species (associated with the plasm a 
conditions) and in a qualitative manner is in 
accord with the concepts of energy mediated 
atomic redistribution developed above . Because 
of the uncertainties of particle fluxes and 
energies from many plasma systems conclusions as 
to important mechanisms are difficult to quantify 
and it is therefore interesting to note the mor e 
recent investigations where separate and 
con trolled depositio n and ion bombardm en t fluxes 
have been employed in the net deposition regime . 
Such work has recently been review e d in some 
de tail [62,63], lar ge ly in terms of film 
co mposition and physi cal prop erties , and so 
l ittle further attention will be devoted here 
since no co mparison s of morphology were made . It 
is, however, worth noting that these a uthors 
proposed [62,63] a correlation between film 
paramet ers an d the mean energy per dep osi ted ato m. 
This latter paramet e r is, essential ly, the ratio 
of deposit atom arrival rate to the pr oduct of ion 
flux density and ion energy . Carter and Armour 
[23] hav e recently co nsider ed homogenization of 
film structures during congruent deposition and 
ion bombardment and have shown that the parameter 
defi ned above is of significance in redistribut-
ing deposit atoms since it defines the probabl e 
exten t of atomic mobilisation by ballistic and 
enhanced diffusion processes during deposition . 
Although, at present, no specific incorporation 
of variabl es such as substrate temperature and 
atomic migration energies has been made into 
this parameter, this is, in prir1cipl e, nol 
difficult. Clearly these variables are just 
those associated with diffusion mediated 
topographic evolution resulting from sputtering 
alone (excepting the additional variable of 
deposit flux arrival rate) and one begins to 
anticipate the emergence of these parameters as 
being influential in topographic evolution in 
both erosional and radiation modified growth. 
One recent and important exception to the 
statement above on the lack of data in morphology 
or crystalline habit resulting from congruent 
deposition and irradiation is in studies of the 
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growth of polycrystalline Nb films during 400 eV Ar+ 
bombardment at large incidence angles to the normal 
[19). This work revealed that, under deposition 
conditions alone, growth of pol ycrystalline grains of 
fixed surface orientation but randomly distributed 
azimuthally occurred while with congruent irradiation 
this randomness was destroyed and the azimuthal habit 
was also ordered. It was proposed that this ordering 
coincided with the irradiation direction of the ion 
flux parallel to channelling directions in the grains 
so that, as discussed earlier, sputtering yield of 
such oriented grains was reduced . These grains then 
grew preferentially relative to more rapidly eroding 
grains. 
In addition to the internal diffusional flux 
atomic redistribution, external secondary fluxes may 
moderate the topography during growth. Some evidence 
for both local redeposition and for redeposition 
following plasma randomization of sputtered fluxes 
may be found in studies by Bland et al [16) and 
Martin et al [97) recently reviewed by Auciello [3]. 
As yet the full importance of these parameters 
on morphology evolution has not been tested 
experimentally but one might anticipate early reports 
in this area because of the rapidly growing interest 
in ion bombardment mediated film growth for 
technological applications. One recent observation 
in this area is noteworthy since it displays the 
importance of radiation species or environment on 
topographic evolution during net growth conditions 
in a similar manner to the influence of these 
parameters during erosion discussed earlier [13,71, 
150). Kant and Sartwell [74) bombarded Cr substrates 
with 100 keV Cr+ ions during congruent deposition of 
Cr atoms under net growth conditions and observed 
the resulting structure to be a dense profusion of 
domed, cone-like protuberances. When, however, 
similar growth was executed in an environment 
containing oxygen, the cones were absent and planar 
film structures resulted. This, as earlier, 
suggests that oxide or other compound formation may 
impede feature evolution by suppression of migration 
fluxes. 
The whisker growth studies of Wehner [151) 
indicated earlier also revealed evidence that 
contaminant (O and N) free environments are 
necessary for whisker formation. It is uncertain 
if such studies were in a net accretion regime 
since although ion energies were very low( < 50 eV), 
flux densities were high and whisker formation, 
perceived in early stages of deposition and 
bombardment transformed, at later stages to 
discernible conical structures. Whilst the present 
authors are in complete agreement with Wehner [151) 
in accepting that whiskers are substantive proof of 
diffusion driven local growth phenomena (these 
features only occur with elevated temperature 
substratesr;-we disagree with the proposition that 
all protuberant features, (cones, pyramids, etc) 
necessitate either a growth or local contaminant 
component. Evidence i n the next section will 
illustrate alternative, differential erosion, 
mechanisms for pr otuberance generation. 
In concluding this brief discussion of net 
growth conditions it should be noted that, at least 
in macroscopic terms, the theory of surface 
evol ut ion as analogous to an advancing wavefront 
[22,30,32,33,104,105,131,134,135,136,152] outlined 
earlier for erosion processes is equally applicable 
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in a growth regime with the normal velocity, c, 
of equation (1) reversed in sign. The net 
velocity c may be the resultant of both local 
erosion (including secondary flux) processes and 
local accretion (deposition, diffusion, fluxes, 
etc) but if these can be specified empirically 
or theoretically both in space and time for all 
surface regions the morphological evolution can 
be predicted [133). It is this type of approach 
which has been used [137) to model planarization 
of lithographically patterned surfaces by 
congruent sputtering and deposition. The theory 
is equally applicable to all forms of deposition 
arrival flux provided that these may be 
parameterised and folded into the local velocity 
C. 
Net erosion 
If, in equation (7) the erosion rate exceeds 
the deposition rate then net etching of the 
substrate/incorporated deposit atoms complex 
will occur. Because of ballistic and radiation 
enhanced, as well as normal thermal, diffusion 
processes the real form of equation (7) is 
substantially more complex and this equation 
cannot generally be interpreted as indicating 
no deposit accumulation even if there is overall 
net erosion. This was already demonstrated 
earlier in Wehner ' s [151) observations of whisker 
to cone evolution during impurity deposition on 
to a sputtered substrate where net erosion 
occurred. This is area (4) of Table 1 and may be 
regarded as a deposition regime under starvation 
conditions. Very interesting observations of 
morphological evolution have been made in this 
regime, first by Wehner [151) and more recently 
by Robinson, Rossnagel and their collaborators 
[56,75,118,119,120,121,122,123] which we now 
discuss. The common observation by both authors 
is that, provided that the substrate temperature 
is high enough, protuberant features develop, at 
least temporarily, during relatively low ion 
energy( < 1 keV) sputtering of many different 
substrate materials as a result of the presence 
of impurity atoms deposited onto the surface 
during sputtering. These features are not 
necessarily cone shaped (e.g. they may be of 
whisker-like habit for very low energies) 
although they often are, as the example of Figure 
8 shows, whereas Figure 9 illustrates a different 
winding-like structure observed with a different 
deposit-substrate combination. Wehner [151) 
suggested that a criterion for production of 
such features was that the melting point of 
deposit should be higher than that of the 
substrate whilst Rossnagel et al [156,75,118, 
119,120,121,122,123] indicated that this was too 
rigid a requirement and that feature generation 
was more related to deposit atom and ion bombard-
ment flux densities and substrate temperatures. 
The surface positions at which features initiate 
are, as yet, difficult to specify since although 
there are indications that the feature population 
is randomly distributed on the surface there is 
other evidence that initiation may occur 
preferentially at some surface discontinuities 
such as scratches but, apparently, not at grain 
boundaries. As discussed above, energetic ion 
irradiation will give rise to populations of 
point and extended defects and these may act as 
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preferred nucleation sources. The density of 
features appears to increase with increasing ratio 
of deposit atom to ion bombardment fluxes and with 
decreasing tem perature above a lower limit below 
which (for each deposit-substrate system) features 
do not form. The dependences of feature density and 
habit upon ion energy have not been fully explored 
but Wehner's [151] studies suggest a transition 
from a more whisker-like, growth dominated, mode 
towards a cone-like, erosion dominated, mode. This 
indicates that, in addition to stimulating the 
feature initiation, an effect of ion bombardment is 
to shape the resulting features. The habit of the 
features may, therefore, be expected to change 
significantly with, for example ion energy and 
species, since these influence the detailed 
behaviour of the sputtering yield - surface 
orientation behaviour. 
Rossnagel and his colleagues [56,75,118,119, 
120,121,122,123] have, like Wehner [151], argued 
that ion bombardment stimulates deposit atom 
migration and have attempted to make some quanti-
tative estimates of the process by observing the 
functional dependence of mean cone spacing upon ion 
flux density and substrate temperature. These 
authors modelled the feature evolution process by 
considering the effects of ion bombardment 
sputtering on the mean time spent by a deposited 
atom on the surface which dictates the mean square 
migration distance of adatoms for a given 
temperature an d hence the most probable cone spacing 
as a function of temperature. They were able to 
deduce, for fixed ion flux density, a migration 
energy for species which generated feat ur e 
evolution from the observed temperature dependence 
of cone spacing. Interestingly for a wide variety 
of deposit species on a given substrate this 
activation energy did not vary substantially 
although there were significant variations between 
substrate materials. This might suggest that an 
important part of the generation process is 
correlated with migration of substrate atoms and/or 
defects. Although deposit atoms were derived from 
sputtered targets and their mean arrival energy 
would be low and surface and near surface 
accommodation would be ex pected, they may be mixed 
more deeply into the substrate by the ballistic 
and radiation enhanced diffusion processes 
discussed earlier. These relocated atoms and 
substrate defects may then migrate under both 
thermal and radiation assiste d influences to give 
local segregates, not necessarily of pure deposit 
alone but of some alloy composition with a locally 
reduced sputtering yield which results in cone 
initiation by the contaminant protection pr ocess. 
Indeed, both Wehner and Rossnagel et al have 
observed deposit ato m enric hment differentially 
across the mean substrate surface and up the cone 
sides to the tips, while the latter authors 
suggest that this en riched layer has a quasi liquid 
like character, as depicted in Figure 10. Such 
observations suggest a near surface region with a 
high degree of atomic mobility, as indicated above, 
in which long range migration can occur to produce 
local segregation which acts to minimise the 
system free energy. It might be noted that the 
different forms of feature observed, which depend 
upon the deposit-substrate material combination, 
are not dissimilar to those induced by sputtering 
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of bilayer systems [116 ,117] or of thermally 
segregated deposit systems, again arguing in 
favour of segregation effects with ion 
bombardment shaping of the segregated features. 
This sputter erosion shaping is evident, not only 
in cone formations but from observations of 
facetting of protuberances when these are 
developed upon single crystal substrates [34,119, 
120, 121,122,123]. 
Some such processes which induced long 
range migration must be operating since, as shown 
by Rossnagel et al [75,119,120,121,122,123] the 
dependence of cone spacing upon ion flux density 
leads to somewhat unphysical apparent dependence 
of the derived adsorption energy upon the flux 
density in a manner which is difficult to explain 
in terms of either ballistic relocation or 
radiation enhanced diffusion. It should also be 
noted that these processes must continue to 
operate, together with primary erosion, since 
after initial cone (or similar protuberance) 
generation and enlargement, and sometimes 
coalescence of neighbouring features, they 
diminish in size, often with loss of the enriched 
coating, into the surrounding substrate. During 
both cone enlargement and diminution phases etch 
pits may form by the ion reflection into pedal 
regions process outlined earlier and it is 
therefore not unexpected to observe in both 
Wehner's and Rossnagel et al's studies that 
individual cones are often singly located in 
individual surrounding etch pits. It seems that 
etch pits themselves, if formed before cone 
evolution, may not be nucleation centres. 
In summary, the production of cones and 
other protuberant features during congruent ion 
bombardment and atom i c deposition under starva-
tion conditions of the latter is a well 
do cumented but poorly understood phenomenon. 
Its occurrence, only at elevated substrate 
temperatures apparently, argues in favour of a 
diffusive origin but this appears to be 
influenced by radiation mediated migration and 
possibly nucleation phenomena, by sputtering 
erosion phenomena and by segregation processes in 
an, as yet, unclear manner. Further, carefully 
controlled studies are urgently required to 
understand the competing or cooperative roles of 
these processes. 
Erosion and Implantation 
An initial discussion of the processes which 
lead to topographical evolution as a result of 
primary erosion and secondary fluxes both exter-
nal and internal to the substrate was given 
previously, whilst the above section initiated 
the discussion on the effects of primary erosion 
accompanied by primary deposition fluxes. In 
fact all ion bombardment induced sputtering 
phenomena always include an element of primary 
deposition if the ion energy is sufficient to 
allow penet rati on and incorporation of the 
sputtering species into the matrix. Unlike the 
preceding discussion where the deposit atom:ion 
bo~tardment flux rati os were generally less than 
10 under starvation conditions, direct 
implantation of bombarding ions can result in 
deposit a tom:ion bombardment flux ratios nearing 
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Figure 8. The formation of cone-like populations 
on a Cu substrate at 300°c irradiated with 1 keV 
Ar+ during congruent Mo atom deposition. Note the 
ordered cone array associated with a major surface 
defect in this case. 
Figure 9. The formation of winding-like features 
on a Cu substrate at 460°C irradiated with 1 keV 
Ar+ during congruent W atom deposition. 
Figure 10. The quasi-liquid appearance of 
conical features on a Cu substrate at 300°c 
irradiated with 1 keV Ar+ during congruent C 
atom deposition. 
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(d) Note the blister-like features outside the 
main ion flux irradiated area. 
Figure 11. The similar habit of etch pits 
generated by different ion species irradiation 
at 40 keV normal to the surface of [11 3 1) 
oriented single crystal Cu. (a) Ar+ ions. 
(b) Kr+ ions. (c) Cu+ ions. (d) Ne+ ions. 
G. Carter, et al. 
unity. Generally speaking this requires higher ion 
energies (~ 1 keV) than considered earlier. 
Although the arrival flux ratios may be higher in 
the implantation regime this does not guarantee a 
larger fract io nal composition of the deposit atoms 
in the substrate. This arises since sputtering 
yields tend to increase with energy in the regime of 
interest while ballistic recoil (direct and cascade 
mixing) and diffusional processes assume increasing 
importance with energy also so that the net 
fractional concentration of deposit atoms is 
difficult to predict as a function of energy and 
higher or lower fractional concentrations may 
result from direct implantation, as opposed to in-
mixing of atomic deposit conditions. 
The detailed theory of expected changes has not 
yet been developed but the present authors are 
working on a 3-layer scheme approximation in which 
an outermost layer of substrate is composition 
modified by differential species sputtering, inter-
mixing with a second inner layer and implant 
incorporation. The second layer exchanges species 
with the outer layer by mixing and accumulates 
implant while the third layer, or bulk of the solid 
is a replenishment source to the second layer. The 
resulting coupled kinetic equations and their 
steady state solutions are too complex to be 
rehearsed here but they validate the conclusion 
reached above that unless differential sputtering 
yields and intermixing rates (of all forms) are 
well defined it is difficult to predict fractional 
compositions with any certainty for the various 
conditions of incorporation. For example, on the 
one hand it has been suggested [126] that larger 
enhancements of erosion rate of semiconductor 
substrates employing inert gas bombardment in a 
reaction gas atmosphere than by direct reactive 
gas ion bombardment indicates a higher fraction of 
trapped chemical reactants in the former case 
whereas,on the other hand inert gas bubbl e , blister 
and exfoliation processes occur above minimum ion 
energies where gas entrapment and accumulati on is 
more secure [164]. 
Although there are these uncertainties in the 
composition (and structure also) resulting from 
erosion accompanied by implantation conditions 
some useful and informative observations have been 
made in this regime to which attention is now 
devoted. Generally most inv es tigations have 
employed ion energies gr 22teE 2than 5 keV, ion 
fluences greater than 10 m , approximately room 
temperature substrates and, perhaps most importantly 
well prepared single crystal substrates. This 
latter requirement is particularly necessary since, 
under the irradiation conditions cited, a very rich 
variety of features is produced and these are 
difficult to evaluate with, particularly small 
grain, polycrystals as is evident from inspection 
of Figure 3. It was initial studies of substrates 
of this type which persuaded the present authors 
and their colleagues that investigations with 
single crystals were vital in order to obtain any 
reasonable understanding of processes involved in 
initiating and evolving topography and so a 
strategic approach to investigations was developed 
as follows. 
Copper substrates were selected for initial 
investigations since substantial literature already 
exists on the sputtering behaviour and radiation 
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damage processes in this material while, in 
addition, it is possible by careful preparation, 
to obtain clean, plane and rather defect free 
substrates with defined surface orientations [31]. 
Su~h_substrates were then bombarded with 40 k21 
Ar 10~ 2 at selected fluences greater than 10 
ions m and any resulting surface features 
observed by scanning electron microscopy. It was 
found that [142,154] apart from distinctive featur es 
associated with very low levels of localised 
surface contaminant, no major change to the 
surface occurred if this was oriented at or near 
low index directions under surface normal ion 
flux incidence. When the surface was oriented in 
a zone near the (11 3 1) plane, however, major 
topographic changes occurred in the form of a high 
population density of depressed features (etch 
pits), protuberant features (pyramids) and spatia-
lly coordinated repetitive features (facetted or 
ripple-like structures). In the foll owing 
description attention is focussed separately upon 
these different features and their dependence upon 
system parameters. Few other detailed studies 
of the effects of initial surface orientation upon 
subsequent initiation and evolution of surface 
morphology have been published and so the special 
significance of the (11 3 1) orientation remains 
unclear. Niedrig and his colleagues (Private 
Communication) have advised us that similar 
results to those to be described can be obtained 
with (6 1 1) oriented Ag single crystals, again 
a high orientation configuration. After the + 
initial observations with normally incident Ar 
ions the (11 3 1) surface was deliberately 
selected for all later studies. These have 
included (1) studies of the effects of different 
inert gas ion species ( from Ne to Xe), N+ ions and 
Cu+ self ion irradiation of Cu, (2) studies of the 
effects of ion energy variation (Ar+ and Kr+ ions) 
wit h Cu (3) studies of the effects of variation 
of ion flux incidence direction with Cu, (4) 
st udies of the effects of different ion species 
expected t o interact diff eren tly metallurgically 
or chemically with Cu, (5) studies of the effects 
of one incident ion species (Ar+) at fixed energy 
and incidence conditions with a variety of 
(11 3 1) oriented fee metal substrates. The se 
investigations are by no means complete and, as 
we will observe subsequently, whilst providing 
clues as to the origin and evolution of features, 
there are still many unanswered questions as to 
the atomic scale processes which promote feature 
elaboration. 
In addition to this range of investigat i ons 
with metallic substrates which, although becoming 
defective by ion irradiation, through mechan i sms 
discussed above, essentially retain crystallinity, 
a parallel but less extensive range of investi-
gations has been conducted with Si substrates 
which amorphise under relatively low ion fluence 
irradiation. The results of these studies will 
be included where appropriate, for comparison in 
the following discussion. 
Etch pits 
These features are selected for first 
discussion since they appear, from all of our 
work, to be necessary precursors of many other 
features. The initial studies of Ar+ irradiated 
Cu indicated that, from first observation at 
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resolvable size , pit s i nc r ease in size (all linear 
dimensions including depth) and in number density 
with increasing ion fluence. Some pr e lim ina ry 
st udie s [88] hav e i ndicated t ha t lin ear dim ensio ns 
of pit s i ncr ease approximately linearly with ion 
fluence but the functional relationship o f pit 
density with fluence is unknown. Results with 
po ly c ryst al substrates [31] indicated that pit 
geometry or habit is surface orientation dep en dent 
but s ubs equ ent studies with a range of inert gas 
ions, N+ an d Cu+ s ugges t ed [41] th at, for a fixe d 
(11 3 1) surface or ienta ti on, pit habit (but not 
densi ty) is r e l a tiv e ly ind ependent of inc id ent ion 
s pe c ies. Examples of this habit, which has qu ite 
clear crysta llo graphic geometry are shown in Figure 
11 fo r seve ral dif feren t ion species. The only 
de~artur e f r om this synonymity was observe d with 
Ne and N+ ion irradiation as displayed in Figure 
ll d . This diff erence does not occur within the main 
(col l i mated) ion bombarded region but in th e 
su r roundings of this region where the ion flux 
density is ra pidly decaying an d erosion is s l ight . 
In this regio n p its, or more pr operly sma ll craters, 
do not possess crystal l ogra ph ic habit but have a 
charac t er more like burst blisters usually associate d 
with accumulation of high concen tr ations of light, 
low s putt ering yield, gas ions. The favo ur ed 
explanation for this phenomenon [ 41 , 45 ] is that 
i mpl anted gases from the high flux density r egion 
migrate radial l y and build up high gas conce ntr ations 
in the very s lowly ero din g surroundings. This clear 
difference in th e habit of craters formed by blister 
bursting an d the geometric regularity of etch pits 
strongly suggests that etch pits are not initiated, 
at l east i n Cu und er the irradiation conditions 
employed, by loca l atomic density pertur bations 
c ause d by impl anted gas clustering. Further 
evidence against such a source is found in the 
production of identical pits when Cu+ self ion 
irradiation is empl oyed [ 4 1]. 
Although species independent, pit habit and 
density do change with ion energy and ion incidence 
direction con d itions. As energy is lowered below 
abo ut 10 keV pit faces beco me less pl ana r and their 
density is re du ced. As demons tr ated in Figure 3 
variation in azi mut hal incidence di rection for fixed 
polar angle can obl iterate pr eviously generated pit s 
whi l e r eturn to the initial azimuthal con d ition 
esta bli shes a new popul ation of p its [ 39] . It has 
also been observed [155] that pit density tends to 
decline for ion energies (for Ar+) above about 
45 keV but that, as remarked ea rl ier, neit h er p it 
habit nor dens i ty change dram a ticall ywi th Cu 
s ub st rat e temperature in the range 77K to BOOK. 
Inv es ti ga ti ons [l55] with dif feren t f ee (11 3 1) 
orie nt ed substrates again showed pr ofuse pit 
generatio n with normally incident 30 keV Ar+ 
irradiation on all substrates studied (Ni, Pd, Ag, Ir 
an d Au) as shown in Figure 12. Again pit habit 
posse sse s c lear crysta llogra phic symmetry, and by 
co mparison with Figure 11, considerable synonymity 
with Cu substrates. The Au subst r ate is th e only 
one in which pit geometry, altho ugh c rystallographi c , 
is quite dif fe rent from the other materials. 
Si milar studies [98] with both pol yc rystalline and 
sing le crystal Al (also f ee) have also indicated a 
dependence of pit habi t upon crystal orientation but 
major similarities, with a given orientation, for 
different incident ion species. 
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As pit size and density increase with 
inc r easing io n fluence th en overlap occ urs and 
individual pit habits become part of the more 
ge ner al t ex tur ed surfa ce although th e init ia l 
individual habit does appear to co ntribute t o the 
geo met r y o f this texturin g . The texturing tends 
to adopt the appearance of a regul ar l y facetted, 
often wave or ripple-like geometry wi th the 
details of this structure differin g between 
d i ff erent s urf ace orient a ti on s and parti c ul arly 
noticeable on those grains o f a polyc ryst al 
substrate upon whic h etch pits hav e develop ed in 
pr of us ion. The pitch and amplitude of such 
facetted st ru ct ure s ther efore appears to 
co rrela te with the sizes t o which the p it 
populations have ex tend e d when ove rl ap commences. 
An exa mpl e of this face tted s tru c tur e is 
given i n Figure 13 for some of the present 
au thors' most recent studies with polycr yst a lline 
Cu. The purpose of these investigations is to 
determine if the chemical or met al lurgi cal nature 
of th e i nci dent an d i mplant ed ions played a 
significant role in determini ng featu re develo p-
men t as is clea rl y the case in the depos ition and 
congruent e r osion stu d ies discussed pre vio usly . 
In order to maintain close si mil arity in 
ballistic co lli siona l pr ocesses , as described 
above, the inci dent ions chosen were a ll of 
simi l ar ato mic mass (Kr, Ni, Fe and Br) but all 
ex pected to behave from thermodynamic 
consi derat ion s , d if f erent l y when dissolved in 
Cu. Fe might be ex pected to pr eci pit a t e and 
form segregates, Ni to form a sing l e pha se alloy , 
and Br to form s pecies with a different 
volatility to Cu. 
The initia l wor k was undertaken with poly-
cristalline Cu and a co mparison is made between 
Kr irradiated an d Fe + irradiated sa mples in 
Figures 13a and b. As always observed with Kr + 
irradiation many of th e grains are protuberance 
decorated but none of th e grains are so decorated 
with Fe+ irradiation. In this l atter case on l y 
overlap ped e t ch pit or terrace structures occur 
which is a positive in di cation that etch p its 
are for med with some (unknown) s ur face orienta -
tions with these s pe cies 
(Ni+ an d Br+ ir r a di ation pr oduces similar 
effects) . However, when (11 3 1) oriente d 
s ubstr ates were irra diat ed with th is rang e of ion 
s pe cies the results shown in Figure 14 were 
obtain ed . Kr+ agai n pro du ces the high density of 
protub eran t features whilst all other ion s pecies 
produc ed only isolated, l ow populati on density 
etc h p i t s. The habits of these pit s were mutually 
si mil ar . It is very clear that whereas the 
(11 3 1) s urfac e has a s pecia l pr opensi t y for 
etc h p it initiation and ela borati on for Cu an d 
other fee met a l substrates under inert gas ion 
(and se lf ion in the case of Cu) ir radiation, 
this is suppressed in the case of the other ion 
species employed although pit generation can 
occur wi th other faces. 
In concluding this review of effects with 
me tal substrates we not e recent studies by Ahmed 
et al[!] with polycrystalline Ni under 180 keV 
Al + or Ni + ion irradiation at high temperature . 
These authors also made transmission electron 
microsc opy studies of the irradiated substrates 
and conc luded that e t ch pit formation might be 
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Figure 12. The similar habit of etch pits 
generated by 40 keV Ar+ ion irradiation normal 
to the surfaces of various fee substrates with 
[11 3 l] surface orientation. (a) Ni. 
(b) Pd. (c) Ag. (d) Ir. (e) Au. 
Figure 13. The differences in the nature of features produced 
by approximately 1023, 35 keV Kr+ and Fe+ ions m-2 irradiation 
of polycrystalline Cu: (a) Kr+ ions, (b) Fe+ ions. Note: the 
presence of conical features in the case of Kr+ irradiation but 
their absence in the case of Fe+ irradiation. 
Figure 14. The topography induced by approximately 1023, 35 
keV Kr+, Fe+, Ni+ and Br+ ions m-2 irradiation normal to the 
surface of [11 3 l] single crystal Cu: (a) Kr+, (b) Fe+, hl 
Ni+, (d) Br+. Note: the absence of pyramidal features in all 
cases except Kr+ irradiation but the similarities in etch pit 
habit. 
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correlate d with pre ferential etching of void rich 
regions produced by the defect migration and 
accumulation mechanisms discussed above. It is 
unlikely that such mechanisms are responsible for 
etch initiation in the majority of the studies 
discussed above since these were undertaken near 
room temperature where void formation is unlikely 
[82]. 
Finally etch pit generation is also observed 
[107] with substrates which are either initially 
amor phou s (e.g.,glass) or are transformed to 
amorphousness by ion irradiation to fluence three 
to four orders of magnitude lower than those 
required to observe etch pits (e.g ., elemental and 
compound semiconductors). The form and density of 
such pits is a strong function of polar angle of 
ion incidence to the substrate surface but depends 
weakly, if at all, upon initial substrate 
orientation [107]. This latter result is hardly 
curprising since memory of the initial surface 
orientation is lost as the para-surface region is 
amorphised. The pits themselves display no clear 
crystallographic habit, but, as polar incidence 
angle is increased from normal towards grazing the 
pit geometry elongates parallel to the ion flux 
projection direction on the surface [107]. Pits 
may occur individually [107] or in aligned 
sequences [42,102] but as their size and densities 
increase with increasing fluence, their overlap 
leads to facetted structures as illustrated in 
Figure 6. When these features do occur, and some 
authors [18,66] have not observed their presence 
under similar but not necessarily identical 
experimental conditions, the initial pitch and 
amplitude of the facetted structure depends upon 
pit dimensions but both pitch and amplitude appear 
to increase with further increasing fluence [34,38, 
107]. Similar effects have been noted with ion 
i rradiated glass substrates [ 100,101]. 
Having described the substantial amount of 
data available upon the initiation and elaboration 
of etch pits it is somewhat deflating to indicate 
that very little is known about the causes of pit 
initiation nor of the atomic scale pr ocesses of 
expansion and elaboration. The main reasons for 
this have been, with few exce pti ons, the inability 
to resolve p i ts at their ear li est evolutionary 
stages an d to correlate these with any observable 
discontinuities at the surface or in the bul k [ I] 
or to observe the dynamic evolution of pit habit 
and density, at high resolution, with increasing ion 
fluence [47] . In addi t ion it is experimentally 
difficult to determine, with pr ecision , the 
ori enta tions of th e facets which bound the etch pit s 
and only approximations have been made from the 
known crysta ll ogra phy of the initial substrate and 
the apparent pit geometry as viewed in the scanning 
e lectron microscop e. Such observations do suggest 
that at least some, if not all, pit boundary facets 
corres pon d to low index planes of the substrate. 
In the absence of detailed knowledge of the 
behaviour of sputtering yield as a function of ion 
incidence parameters (species, energy, angles) for 
all possible crystal planes it is not possible to 
conclude if these facets represent extrema in 
sputtering yield (maxima or minima valu es). The 
fact that pit expansion occurs witho ut major habit 
change does indicate that the sputtering behaviour 
of each facet must be congruent with the neighbours 
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and pit deepening indicates that there must be 
some local continuing perturbation in the yield 
which allows more rapid erosion than that of the 
mean surface. 
This requirement, together with the previous 
discussion on defect production, migration and 
accumulation to form extended defects, together 
with the above observations that depressed 
structures would form at and in the neighbourhood 
of regions of increased sputtering yield, 
suggests that a major source of etch pits is a 
dislocation population. The observations of pit 
density decrease with preannealing [IOI] (Figure 
2) indicates one source of dislocations as those 
native to the substrate. Differences in etch pit 
formation with different initial orientations may 
then reflect different stable dislocations with 
respect to the surface which remains after the 
crystal preparation. It might be suggested, in 
view of the regular, but often complex, shapes of 
etch pits that the particular type of dislocation 
necessary to reveal etch pits are of a screw 
rather than an edge nature. As indicated above 
it is well established that very high density 
populations of entangled dislocations occur in ion 
irradiated metals at room temperature but these 
dislocations are usually of an edge nature. It 
is p~2si£ 2e that, at the very high fluence ( 10 m ) of ions necessary to observe etch 
pitting that a screw dislocation population may 
also emerge. Such dislocation populations would 
again be expected to possess different stabilities 
with respect to surface orientation (i.e. they may 
slip or climb to the surface) while their 
geometric arrangement relative to the surface 
would dictate their ability to sustain prolonged 
locally enhanced etching. Observations of pit 
density increase with ion fluence for a given ion 
species and increasing sputtered depth with 
increasing ion mass for fixed fluence [41] are 
consistent with both an initially depth distri-
buted dislocation population and with continuous 
generation of dislocations. The generation of new 
pit populations with variable incidence direction 
conditions is also consistent with either model. 
The lack of pit generation with metallurgi-
cally active ions incident onto the (11 3 1) 
surface may indicate that such implants which 
modify composition and structure in an, as yet 
unspecified manner, may militate against disloca-
tion formation for this orientation if not for 
others. It may be noted that the overall effects 
of employing metallurgically active species with 
(11 3 1) substrates are, appar ent ly, not unlike 
the use of chemically active ion species such as 
0 and N with other substrates which, as discussed 
earlier, suppress morphological change. It is 
possible that mixed la yers of substrate and ion 
species are produced which mil ita te against defect 
migration and the generation of extensive de fec ts, 
the probable precursors of major topographic 
changes. 
Finally the rather weak depende nce of p it 
habit upon ion energy, ion and substrate species 
indicates that the variation of sputtering yield 
with impact and substrate parameters is not 
strong and is dictated, as discussed previously, 
by energy deposition near the surface which is 
itself dependent upon channelling processes and by 
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surface ejection (and binding energy) processes. 
Alth ough such a broad model may be ap pl icable to 
substrates which dislocate but retain crysta llinit y 
dur ing irradiation, it is hard to justify for 
amor ph ous or amor phisable substrates. In such cases 
hypotheses are even more s peculative. In metals 
there is l ittle concrete evidence to suggest that 
occ luded gas can lead to l oca lly enhance d sputtering 
but observations of a fine scale bubble formation in 
inert gas ion bombarded Si have been made [158] and 
these may create initial surface cavitation which 
is extended. Studies of Ge+ irradiated Ge suggest 
[157] that void formation may be important while 
interfacial stresses between the amorphous layer and 
crystalline substrate (which is known to be heavily 
dislocated at this interface) may lead to cracks or 
flaws through the amorphous layer which become 
elaborated to etch pits. 
Clearly much further work is necessary before 
the origin and evolution of etch pits can be 
understood in terms of atomic processes and these 
must include both surface and bulk examination of 
local nnd extensive changes of compositio11 and 
structural changes and careful evaluation of the 
effects of substrate temperature and ion flux 
density as well as the other system parameters 
discussed. 
Pyramids 
The title of this subsection has been chosen 
quite deliberately since it accurately describes 
the habit of the protuberant features to be 
discussed in detail. These features all possess 
crystallographic form and are facetted. The cones 
and plateaus, · originating from some local 
contaminant or phase separation mechanism discussed 
above may possess crystallographic symmetries but 
they do not always possess such habit and, as 
shown in Figure 1, are, quite frequently, of right 
circular section . Pyramids may occur in isolation, 
or more often in organised, crystallographically 
related patterns across a surface. Finally, 
totally unlike the other protuberant features 
already discussed; the apices of pyramids are at the 
same level or lower than the surrounding sputtered 
mean surface in which they form. This may seem a 
contradictory statement since pyramids are elevated 
features but as will be clarified shortly, 
pyramids form within and between etch pits and at 
grain boundary-pit intersections so that their 
bases are lower than the mean sputtered surface. 
Pyramidal structures were first observed [42, 
101] in the present authors ' investigations upon 
different grains within a polycrystallin
22
cu_
2 substrate when bombarded to fluences 10 m with 
40 keV Ar+ ions. A quite distinctive view of a 
pyramid obtained under these conditions is displayed 
in Figure 15, which clear ly shows the facetted 
nature of the pyramid. The subsequent stu die s [41] 
which demonstrated that (11 3 1) surfaces were the 
richest source of etch pits also showed that such 
surfaces supported the initiation and evolution of 
high population dens ity pyramids and so continued 
discussion will refer to such surfaces. However, 
several comments are necessary at this stage. First 
we, and other authors [13] have observed isolated 
and high popu lation density features on many 
crystal surfaces. Some of these features may be 
pyramidal, others certainly are [70], some of the 
surfaces may have been high index planes others 
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were certainly low index [70]. Our own detailed 
studies [142] with low index surfaces clearly 
indicated, however, that pyramids only formed when 
etch pits were also generated at l ocal discontin-
uities remaining after the initial treatment. This 
suggests that many other authors' observations of 
pyramid formation and in deed etch pits and subse-
quent terrace or repetitive structure formation 
may have resulted from an initially damaged (e.g., 
dislocated) substrate and that in the initial 
absence of this disorder etch pits, terraces and 
pyramids only develop as a result of the radiation 
ind uced production of a stable extended def ect 
population . Secondly, it should be noted that 
pyramids have never been observed on amorphous or 
amorphisable substrates. Certainly protuberant 
features develop (cf Figure 1) but these can 
usually be associated with local contaminants or 
perhaps, locally phase changed regions. In this 
latter context it should be noted that Grant and 
Whitton [59] observed substantial cone populati ons 
on high fluence P+ irra diat ed Ni which is ex pected 
to produce a surface amorphous alloy, but pyramid 
populations with Ar+ irradiated Ni which retain 
crystallinity. Indeed it is not surprising that 
pyramids do not form on non-crystalline substrates 
since their facetted habit is associated with the 
substrate crystallography. 
The previous section has outlined the struc-
turEd series of studies for the observation of etch 
pits under a variety of irradiation conditions 
wjth a number of different fee substrates. Without 
exception inall these cases pyramids were also 
observed and Figures 16 and 17 illustrate some 
examples of these structures both with a variety 
of ion species on a Cu substrate and with Ar+ 
ions on a variety of fee substrates. The general 
conclusions of such observations may be summarised 
as follows: (1) The pyramidal habit is clearly 
related to the matrix crystallography. (2) Pyramid 
initiation only occurs at two (or more) inter-
secting or potentially intersecting high elevation 
angle surfaces. Such sources include (a) in 
polycrystalline substrates the ridges which may 
form from the elevated face of one grain and a 
neighbouring, deepening etch pit on the plane 
surface of that grain, (b) in both polycrystalline 
grains and in single crystals, discontinuities 
within etch pits such as edges between adjacent 
faces, jogs along faces and intersecting elevated 
basal faces and at the intersections of expan di ng 
etch pits. 
Although the above may constitute pyramid 
sources not all such geometries do so. The 
bounding faces appear to require specific elevation 
angles and crystal orientations . (3) Pyramids 
often occur in regular arrays of linear extension. 
Pyramids at the end of these lines form first and 
subsequent pyramids form as the intersecting facet 
system retreats as pits expand for example. This 
regular matrix array of pyramids is quite 
different to the random spatial distribut ions 
(other than at linear surface d iscontinuities) 
observed with other protuberances. (4) Since 
pyramids are, with single crystal substrates, 
associa ted with etch pits, pyramid population 
density correlates with etch pit density. Indeed, 
if such a high pit density is formed during 
extensive erosion (e.g .,su ch as with a heavy ion 
Figure 15. A clear indication 
of the facetted nature of a 
pyramid induced by 40 keV Ar+ 
ion irradiation of a Cu surface 
(close to [11 3 l] orien ta-
tion). 
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Figure 16. The production of pyramids genera t ed by different 
ion species irradiation at 40 keV normal to the surface of 
[11 3 l] oriented single crys tal Cu: hl Ar+, fil cu+, hl Kr+, 
and ~ Xe+, ions. 
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Figure 17. The production of 
pyramids generated by 30 keV 
Ar+ ion irradiation normal to 
the surface of various fee sub-
stances with [11 3 1] surface 
orientation: (a) Cu, (b) Ni, 
hl Ag, ~ I~and (e) Au. 
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like Xe+ on Cu) that major overlap occurs the only 
observable features are the high population density 
pyramids. (5) It is not yet clear if pyramids, from 
their earlier formation stage, possess crystallo-
graphic symmetry or if this emerges rather quickly 
as pyramids enlarge. Nor is it clear if pyramids, 
which certainly enlarge initially, reach a maximum 
irradiation size or habit or whether they 
subsequently diminish in size and change geometry 
also. There is no clear evidence if, even with 
dense, tall pyramid arrays, sputtered flux re-
deposition plays any role. (6) It is clear, 
however, as already stated that pyramids which 
appear to have point form apices do not protrude 
above the mean surrounding plane eroded surface 
although they are elevated with respect to their 
pit bases. Moreover these apices fre quently erode 
at the same rate as the mean surface although the 
pyramid heights increase by erosion of their basal 
area. These heights may increase above the 1 µm 
level. (7) Sometimes there is evidence of minor 
pedal trenching surrounding both individual pyramids 
and rows of pyramids. It appears unlikely that 
pedal trenching from ion reflection processes at 
pyramid facets can fully account for pyramid height 
increase however. (8) Pyramid apex angle seems to 
be only a weak function of ion species or energy. 
To add to these observations on inert gas ion (and 
self ion in the case of Cu) irradiated fee substrates 
the present authors have recently conducted a 
series of studies with Ni+, Fe+ and Br+ irradiated 
Cu as outlined in the previous section. The results 
may be summarised as follows: 
With polycrystalline Cu no grains developed any 
signs of pyramids nor did they appear on (11 3 1) 
oriented substrates with any of the above species. 
Careful inspection of etch pits produced by these 
species, as shown in Figure 14, indicates that 
potential sources of pyramids, such as jogs on etch 
pit boundaries, are certainly generated but that 
these transform into only small and poorly formed 
pyramidal structures, totall¥ unlike the tall 
pyramidal rows induced by Kr irradiation. When 
polycrystalline grains or (11 3 1) single c2ystal substrates developed pyramids under 10 23 m- Kr+ 
ion irradiation and were then exposed to irradiation 
by any of the other ion species cited, the pyramids 
were eroded away. Examples of this behaviour are 
shown in Figures 18a and 18b for polycrystalline 
and single crystal Cu, respectively. On the other 
hand when one of these other ion species was 
employe d as the initial irradiation, with little 
sign of any feature development, and, subsequently 
exposed to Kr+ irradiation pyramids again formed. 
The above represents again, a substantial body 
of reproducible information and the clear emergence 
of behaviour patterns. As with etch pit evolution, 
unfortunately, the information is still unable to 
yield definitiv e atomic processes responsible for 
pyramid generation. All the evidence available does 
point to a number of important conclusions. These 
are: (1) it is most unlikely that the pyramids are 
the result of any location contamina tion or phase 
separation protection processes unlike cone and 
plateau structures discussed earlier, (2) it is 
equally unlikely that pyramids represent any form 
of growth assisted process unlike whiskers and 
atomic deposi t associated features also dis cussed 
earlier. Their congruent sputtering with the mean 
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surface and substantial sha pe stability suggests 
that their facet planes sputter erode in the ion 
flux direction with the same mutual rate as that 
of the mean surface. Since (11 3 1) orientations 
are close to randomness as far as incident flux is 
concerned this implies that this and pyramid facet 
planes are high erosion rate situations. This 
might be brought about by high incident angle flux 
onto low index facet planes and exhibit maxima in 
sputtering yield/crystal orientation behavi our. 
Indeed, the necessity of the existence of high 
e levation angle faces to initiate pyramids is in 
agreement with theoretical descriptions [24,25, 
46,106 ] of the production of elevated features 
including cones. 
The mechanisms by which intersecting 
elevate d planes lead to the formation of one, let 
alone linear sequences of, pyramids are 
mysterious. Tentative explanations would include 
regular arrays of dislocations in the neighbour-
hood and rectilinearly disposed with respect to 
face discontinuities which may exist natively in 
the substrate or be formed by defect accumulation 
and dislocation loop punching or matrix arrays of 
gas bubbles or voids. Production of pyramids by 
self ions and relatively low temperature 
irradiation conditions tend to preclude these 
latter sources. The effects of metallurgically or 
chemically active ion species in eliminating 
pyramids under conditions where ballistic 
collision processes cannot be significantly 
different from those occurring with inert gas ion 
irradiation suggests that both composition, 
crystallographic structure and defect populations 
may be so modified with such species as to 
substantially change the detailed sputtering 
yield - orientation behaviour of the substrate -
implant complex. 
In summary therefore, pyramids formed by 
local differential sputtering processes, are 
crystal associated features and distinctive from 
other protuberances, but substantial further 
investigation is required to understand their 
ini~iation and evolution processes. Again 
correlations between these structures and bulk 
defect structures are strongly required. 
Repetitive features 
The preceding two subsections have already 
outlined two types of repetitive, spatially 
coordinated surface structures. The overlap of 
spatially extending etch pits on many substrate 
materials leads to a wave-like facetted structure 
with pitch and amplitude related to the 
contributing pit sizes and habits, whilst 
pyramidal arrays emerging from facet discontin-
uities, often in close parallel spacing are very 
evident in crystalline substrates. There is, 
however, a further class of repetitive structure 
which is usually at a smaller repetition scale 
than either of the two previous structures and 
can be rather fully coordinated over either 
localised surface regions or more extensively 
over a surface. Figure 19 illustrates three 
examples of such features [40]. Figure 19a shows 
a fine scale ripple structure which extends over 
the sputtered mean surface of a polycrystalline 
Cu grain (unknown orientation) and, contiguously, 
across some facets of an etch pit. Figure 19b 
shows a ripple structure confined to some faces 
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Figure 18 . The re~oval of 2~ramid features 
induce ~2by a pproximately 10 , 35 keV Kr+ 
ions m irradiation of Cu by a succe 2~ing irra d iation with(~) app roxima t ely 10 , 
35 ke V Fe + io ns m- f or 2~lycrys t a l li ne 
Cu, (b2 2approximately 10 , 35 keV Ni + 
ions m for [ 11 3 l ] oriented single 
crystal Cu. 
Fi gure 19. The production of repetitive, fine 
s cale features by ion irradiation of Cu substrates. 
( a) Contiguous structures between mean surface 
and e tch pits. (b) On several of the bounding 
f acets o f individual etch pits . (c) On sel ected 
etc h pit elevated boundaries. 
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of an etch pit in a different orientation grain of 
Cu while Figure 19c shows ripple structures 
extending down some of the elevated facets of large 
pits developed upon (11 3 1) crystalline Cu. This 
latter example is similar to many instances reported 
in the literature of striations on the elevated 
boundaries of channels etched between masks into 
semiconductor substrates and to less regularly 
spaced striations frequently observed on the 
elevated boundaries of contaminant protection 
induced cones and plateaux. The reason for this 
latter behaviour is often attributed [59] to mask 
or contaminant geometric or materials per turbations 
or roughness, but Figure 19c, for Cu, and recent 
studies for Si [81] suggest that striations with 
regular spacing are often formed parallel to the 
projection of the ion flux onto a boundary of low 
inclination to this flux, where flux masking is 
definitely absent. This is not always true as other 
non-striated boundaries in Figure 19c reveal. 
There is much less extensive study of such 
features and their dependence upon parameters but 
the evi dence available indicates that these 
structures are in fact very closely coordinated 
facet structures which expose favourable faces to 
the inci dent ion flux. The origin of such features 
is totally uncertain and may arise from an under-
lying regular dislocation network, a bubble network, 
which could induce regularly spaced common size 
etch pit formations which overlap to form regular 
terrace structures as outlined earlier for larg er 
etch pits. An alternative explanation could be 
that regular differential thermal or mechanical 
stresses are set up, perhaps by incident ion beam 
power heating, which drives the surface into a 
corrugated mode, whilst a third mechanism could be 
envisaged in which a plane surface is corrugated 
into facets by successive ion impacts to produce a 
surface with an extremal sputtering yield. The 
periodicity of the facets is also interesting in 
that this tends to lie in the 0.1 µm region which 
is dissimilar to any co llision cascade (0.01 µm) 
dimension. It is possib le that this periodicity is 
established and maintained by secondary flux 
pro cesses such as ion reflection; sputtered atom 
redeposition [95] and thermal and radiation 
enhanced diffusion. Indeed this final possibility 
raises the fundamental question as to whether the 
well-defined facets extant on etc h pits, pyramids 
and terraced or striated structures are mainly the 
result of orientation dependent sputtering pro cesses 
and represent extrema in the sputtering yield 
behaviour, the result of surfa ce energy minimisation 
requirements driven by atomic migration processes 
[47] or a subtle combination of both. The present 
authors tend to favour the former process [37] 
since the generally elevated facets observed on all 
three types of feature discussed in this section 
are fully consistent with theoretical predictions 
[24,25,46,106] of, at least temporarily, dominant 
planes with locally maxima sputtering yield. The 
previous discussions do reveal the importance of 
atomic migration phen omena but only in temperature 
regimes where thermal migration is assisted and 
promoted by simultaneous irradiation. It is quite 
clear, as already arg ued in this and earlier 
sections, that quit e compr ehensive and well 
structured further experimental work is nee ded to 
unravel the importance of the pr oposed phenomena. 
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Concl usions 
The present exha ustive, and exhausting, 
review has, for the first time, integrated together 
as pects of the evolution of surface topography of 
so lids under net growth conditions at one end of a 
continuum to net erosion at the other end. The 
growth and erosion process es considered are induced 
by externa l fluxes of thermal energy atoms and 
more energetic proj ecti les, respectively . Growth 
alone occurs with thermal atoms while net growth 
or erosion occur depending upon the relative flux 
densities of incident particles and, most 
particularly the energy of the faster projectiles. 
The atomistic pro cesses which probably contribute 
towards the growth or erosion were outlined in 
some detail in terms of current understanding of 
ballistic collisional behaviour, of thermal and 
radiation enhanced atomic and defect migration and 
of thermodynamic requirements for system stability 
in a mi nimum energy configuration. It was 
demonstrated that, to some degree or another, all 
of these processes contribute to the habit of 
surface features during either net growth or net 
erosion . In the net erosion case it was shown 
that no substrate can generally be devoid of a 
composition or structural (e.g.,defect state) 
change beca use of simultaneous implantation and 
that such changes are of major significance in 
initiating and elaborating distinctiv e morphology. 
It is also clear, in the net erosional case, that 
def ect produ ction and agglomeration can lead to 
local modifications in sputtering behaviour which 
result in topographic evo lution, i.e.,nucleation 
centres for preferr e d erosion are generated. 
It seems entirely pl ausible that such defect 
structures may also act as nucleation centres for 
preferred growth during congruent atomic 
deposition conditions. 
In a real sense therefore the ion irradiation 
not only shapes and contours existing feature s 
but also is influential in initiating such 
featu r es by modifying composition and structure. 
It has been further demonstrated that atomic and 
defect migration effects must be of substantial 
importance in all systems but the phases pr oduced 
and the resulting morphology are neither well 
understood nor readily predi ctab le. In some 
cases thermodynamic influences seem to dominate 
whereas in others the ballistic or kinetic 
collision effects lead to systems different from 
thermodynamic equilibrium. This should not be 
surprising since particle irradiation mediat ed 
processes in the bulk of solids are sometimes 
analogous to thermally driv en systems whilst in 
other cases they are not, and these usuall y are 
observed at parlicle fluences much less than 
those where dramatic changes in topography are 
observed. 
It is abundantly clear that such studies can 
present fascinating pictorial modifications to 
surfaces but much more investigation is requ i r ed 
to understand the atomic level processes whi ch 
lead to observable morphological changes. Such 
studies must involve detailed investigations of 
surface and bulk composition and structural 
changes using the higher available resolution 
microscopies and analytical methods. Carefu l 
identification and con trol of system paramet ers, 
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including substrat e environment, must be exercised 
in such a manner that, for a given incident flux-
substrate system, only one para meter is varied in 
a given study so that the dominant process es can 
be ex tracted. Thus whereas much of the data 
pr esente d in the present review is fascinating and, 
in isolation informative, so much has be en 
determined under so varied experimental conditions 
that definitive conclusions as to mechanisms are 
vitiated and generalisations to other observations, 
with quite diff erent experimental conditions, are 
dangerously misleading. 
In conclusion we add that although this 
review has been limited to a survey of effects 
observed with inorganic substrates there is much 
conte mporary interest in effects with organic, 
polymeric, and biomolecular systems also. 
Fascinatingly the type of results obtained [8,29] 
are not dissimilar to those obtained with 
inorganic substrates in that etch pits, cones, 
whiskers and ripple-like structures are frequently 
elaborate d features. It appears that similar 
processes may operate with such structures but, in 
ad dition, these will be complicated by phenomena 
such as sputter emission of large molecular 
structures and the deposition, without rapid 
leakage, of electrostatic charge under ion 
bombardment conditions. It is for this latter 
reason that fast atom beams are becoming more 
widely used for sputtering analysis of insulating 
materials in general. 
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